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Prom Our Correspondent

.

Washington, D. C.—The name of
Ensign Otis of Rockland is listed in
the annual report of the Democratic
National Committee, filed with the
i clerk of the House, as having agreed
to try and get $2000 for the 1932 vic
M ••• ’•* ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• IP tory campaign of the party.
•••
.«.
The committee report of financial
You will never “find” time for —
operations
for last year includes three
— anything. If you want time, you •••
••• must make it—Charles Buxton. ••• pages of names of persons “who have
.«.
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .<• i signed the applications of the
'Minute Men' of the Democratic
National Committee wherein they
INTERIM
pledge their best efforts to 'give or
Three birches by the water’s edge—
get' $2000 for the victory campaign
Three birches and a gray stone ledge.
of the Democratic party for 1932."
Beside a lake.
I Other Maine names on this list are
And half a disc of summer sun
i those of Louis J. Brann and John D.
That tarries as the day is done.
Clifford, Jr., both of Lewiston, and
For beauty's sake.
Clinton A. Clauson of Waterville.
An amber sky—home streaking wings;
Then, hesitant, blue twilight flings
Into the west

Warden Charles E. Llnscott of the
Maine State Prison, leaves Friday for
Bermuda on his first real vacation
One evening star—nor waits to see
If day or night presumes to be
since he assumed charge of the
The loveliest
From “Lotus Leaves." Marguerite Mac Thomaston institution. He will be
away eight days.
Alman.

We wish to announce that Mr. H. Ernest

Keywood has been appointed our repre
sentative in Knox County and vicinity,
with headquarters at

14 School Street,

Rockland, Maine.

BOND & GOODWIN INCORPORATED

Noted W. cTf. U. Worker
To Address Union Service
Next Sunday Night

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 1 2, 1932

A LIVELY RACE

SPRING DRESSES
$10.00 and $15.00
JOSEPHINE WENTWORTH
MILLINERY
CAMDEN, MAINE
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OF THE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

as shown by its books

“SILSBY’S”

NOVEMBER 30, 1931
Milton S. Kimball, President
Elmer C. Davis, Treasurer
Jarvis C. Perry, Vice President
M. R. Pillsbury, Vice President
Earle Melntosh, Vice President
DIRECTORS—Henry B. Bird, Nelson B. Cobb, W. O. Fuller, J. A.
Jameson, J. C. Perrv, G. M. Simrtlbns, G. B. Wood, A. P. Blaisdell,
L. W. Fickett, M. B. Perry. G. W. Walker, Adriel U. Bird, C. S. Staples
I

Organized April 13, 1903
ASSETS

BARN DANCE

tt

Ixians and Discounts ............. . .................................. ....... $1,937321 38
323,639 58
Loans on Mortgages of Rral Estate ........................
119 09
Overdrafts ....................................................................
United States Securities
....................................... ........ 250,729 17
Stocks and Bonds ............................................................. 1,371308 55
Bank Building .................................................................... 124382 62
5,643 40
Other Real Estate Owned ........................................ ........
36378 11
Furniture and Fixtures .............................................. .......
Cash on Deposit ........................................................ ........ 208,670 55
Cash on Hand ................... . ........................................ ........ 182389 58
41 24
Branch Items in Transit ........................-.................. ........
(>.340 78
Other Assets ................................................................ .......
$4,449,064 05
270396 17

Trust Investments ..... ................................................

$4,719,660 22

LIABILITIES
Capitol Stock ............................................................. ........ $ 100,000 00
Surplus ...................................................................... ........ 100.000 00
97397 90
Undivided Profits ....................................................... ........
Reserve for Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, etc....... ........ 140,841 37
Savings Deposits ........................................................ ........ 3,035,841 10
Demand Deposits ....................................................... ........ 815349 03
4,715 24
Bank Deposits ................................‘.......................... ........
97391 75
Club Deposits ............................................................. ........
42,608 02
Demand Certificates of Deposit .............................. ........
4,688 14
Due to Banks and Bankers ...................................... ........
78 16
Certified Cheeks Outstanding .............. ................... ........
9355 11
Treasurer's Checks Outstanding ............................ ........
98 23
Other Liabilities ........................................................

........

$4,449,064 05
270396 17
$4,719,660 22

SANGER N. ANNIS,
Bank Commissioner.

Volume 87................... Number 3

TALK OF THE TOWN

People of Rockland and vicinity
Rumor was busy yesterday with a
The Courier-Gazette is indebted
Five months in advance of the
who are at all interested in the ques June primary election to determine to J. E. Butler of 8 Woodfield road, i
Security Trust Company Milton S. Kimball, J. C. Perry. M B report that the Sears. Roebuck Co.
tions of sobriety, temperance and
Ealing, London, England, for a copy'The annual meeting was featured
Perry. M R Pillsbury, G_ M Sim- had leased the old Woolworth store in
prohibition, who have any doubts in party candidates, the Maine electo of the tnndnn
Thp
pditnriai
bv
the
election
of
a
new
president.
M
mons, C. S Staples. Basil H. Stinson the Masonic building. Maybe so, but
their minds, or wish to be informed as rate is aware that a major political of the London Times. The editorial , R pillsbury being chosen for that G. W. Walker, G. B. Wood,
the managers of the local property
to the facts and evidences, are in-! battle is pending for the Republican page is featured by Sir Philip Gibbs' j position to succeed Milton S Kimball
The elevation of Mr. Pillsbury to know naught about it.
vited to attend the Methodist Church nomination for governor.
article, entitled “If Dickens Wrote of Augusta, who has been officiating the presidency Is fitting recognition
next Sunday evening and hear Mrs.
W. Scott Young of Matinicus killed
His Carol' Now: A Contrast of sjnce the death of Charles M. Kai- 'of his long banking service, and will
D. Leigh Colvin of New York who | With Gov. Gardiner self-effaced Christmas Days; Growth of the So- | joch Other officers chosen were:
two pigs Saturday which knew noth
be
hailed
with
much
satisfaction
by
will speak at a union church service from future office, five aspirants for cial Conscience." These extracts are
vice Presidents—Earle McIntosh patrons of the institution everywhere. ing of hard times or depression.
in recognition of the 12th anniversary the chair he will vacate after two made:
Mr. Pillsbury is a native of Rockland They weighed respectively 420 and
, and J. C. Perry.
of National Prohibition. Mrs. Colvin terms have announced themselves.
and his initial service in banking was 390 pounds. These pigs were bought
Treasurer—Elmer C. Davis.
is president of the New York State They are Commissioner of Agricul- !
If Dickens Came Back
, Secretary and Clerk—Earle Mein- 10 years as assistant treasurer of the May 12 of F. A. Kimball. Old Coun
W.C.T.U.—a national lecturer of ture Frank P. Washburn; Senate
ty road. Rockland.
If Charles Dickens were to revisit tosh.
, Security Trust Company.
charming personality, magnetic and President Burleigh Martin of Au London
in spirit and write another
Directors-Henry B. Bird. Adriel U., Promotion came in the form of an
forceful, a pulpit orator witlT few gusta; State Senator Arthur G. Spear
Starting with a membership of 32.
Bird, Nelson B. Cobb, Elmer B. offer to serve as treasurer of the
equals in this part of the country. of Portland; Alfred K. Ames of Ma ‘Christmas Carol" for this publish
Casco Mercantile Trust Company of a BPW Club was formed in Liver
ing
season
he
would
be
astounded
by
It is in the nature of a compliment chias and Former State Senator
Portland, where he served six vears. more Falls Thursday night by Mrs.
that she comes here at this time, as Frank W. Carlton of Woolwich.! the change that has happened. I
The local bank again claimed him Bertha E. Sturgis of Portland. An
believe
he
would
find
that
it
was
an
she is a very busy woman and in There is also a strong likelihood that j
seven vears aso. this time as one of other speaker was Mrs. Charlotte A
almost
miraculous
change
for
the
much demand.
Lewis O. Barrows of Newport will be
its vice presidents, and with today's Mitchell of Saco, State president.
better, not only in the outward con
Sunday morning she will address a 1 an entrant.
election he reaches the tonmost rung
union service in Thomaston, Knox
At the annual ladies' night ob
The candidates bring into the race ditions of life and its material as
of the ladder. He represents the
County thus securing her for two ol a wealth of personality, which at first pects, but in the minds and hearts
highest tvpe of citizenship, being as servance of the Portland Kiwanis
her four lectures in Maine.
appearance, overshadows any issue of men and women here in his old
popular in social circles as he is Club at Falmouth Hotel last week.
Mrs. Colvin in her college days won which could rise between the quintfet. city. He would find us—with all our j
Harry L. Sanborn, outgoing presi
prominent in financial affairs.
the highest honors in intercollegiate Some of them already have present faults—less selfish in regard to the i
dent. was presented by the members
oratory that had ever been won by a ed the platforms by which they hope happiness of our fellow-men—more
with a banjo clock. Mr. Sanborn has
At the annual meeting of the Rock not been absent from a meeting of
woman up to that time. Highly edu to gather sufficient support, but the conscious at least of duties towards
land National Bank todav. President the Kiwanis Club in six consecutive
cated, including two years of post personal prominence of all appears to them.
Homer E. Robinson and al) of the j y^g'
He would find greater numbers of
graduate study in political science at preclude the likelihood of centralized
other officials were re-elected. The
_____
Columbia University, she has been support of one irrespective of particu people educated sufficiently to read
good books—i)is own books most of
business of the institution has been
Supt. Toner has notified all teachgiving her life to the W.C.T.U. She lar sectional appeals.
greatly increased through the taking ers
Watch carefully for colds in puhas served as county president in
Carlton initiated his candidacy all even now according to the sales, I
over of the North National Bank a pils. as an epidemic of measles has
New York, and succeeded Mrs. Boole with a diatribe against the State believe—and intelligent enough to
transaction which was fully described struck Maine, working particularly
as the New York State President.
Highway Commission and an aggres take an interest in problems beyond
in this paper at the time of its oc along the coast from Bath to Waldo
She has been an officer of the sive declaration for economy in State their own business and needs—
currence. The list of officers follows: boro. As the first symptoms of
Woman’s Home Missionary Society of affairs. Four years ago in the Senate problems bearing down upon the
President—Homer E. Robinson.
the New York Conference of the he waged a bitter but successful lives of other peoples in far coun
measles resemble a cold, an epidemic
Methodist Church and is a member of battle for construction of the Bath- tries. He would listen to a loud
Vice President—Joseph W. Robin here may be averted by sending pu
speaker, startled and amazed by its
the official Board of the Broadway Woolwich bridge.
pils home from school who seem to
son.
Temple M. E. Church, which is erect
have a cold.
Cashier—Joseph Emery.
Spear, chairman of the powerful magic gifts of bringing news, and
ing a 43 story church at the highest appropriation committee in the last music, and the human voice across
Assistant Cashier—C. M. D. Keene.
Two bouquets were seen at the
point on Broadway. For four years legislature, has pledged himself to “a the world into little English homes,
Directors—H P. Blodgett, G. B.
she was chairman of the committee business man’s administration” if breaking down the loneliness of life,
Butler, Fred A. Carter. W W Case, Baptist Churoh Sunday, given by
on Law Enforcement of New York elected, flanked bv a promise to pro consoling the blind, amusing the sick,
Leroy F. Chase, William T. Cobb, R friends in memory of loved ones.
State Federation of Women's Clubs. mote industry within the State, spend easing the pain of those who suffer, Montoro R. Pillsbury, Newlv Elected Anson Crie. Edward F. Glover, Vesper One was of beautiful pink carnations:
a Leach. Homer E. Robinson. Joseph the other vase contained lovely roses.
money prudently and take measures building bridges between one mind
President of Security Trust Co.
and another half a world away.
W. Robinson, George L. St. Clair. This gracious custom of providing
to relieve distress.
William D. Talbot and Fred A. flowers for the church appeals to the
Washburn, a farmer in his own
worshipper and conveys much joy and
has not announced his platform
Some Surprises For Him
Crockett, William Ellingwood, Neil Thorndike
GOOD FOOD AT LOWER PRICES right
Secretary to Directors—W. W. Case. | brightness to the shut-ins, who are
but political observers were not hesi
He would get some shocks, of A. Fogg, W. O. Fuller, J. A. Jameson,
the recipients of the flowers.
The cost of good food delirious tant in predicting he would seek the course! His sense of beauty might I
ly prepared is not great—the nucleus of his strength in the Grange be outraged by some of our new
WAS
FATALLY
SHOT
EXPLAINED
HIS
JOB
The 260-odd convicts at the State
difference does not warrant
and farm group associations, appeal buildings.
He would miss the!
Prison are wearing the new navy
buying poor foods, low in nu ing to the voters as a representative quietude of London streets and!
-------a....... Attorney
Attni-nov Otis
the commission
tritious value.
of the rural interests Maine has not squares. He would wonder, I am Irving Wallace of South Wal- CCounty
Utis Cave
v,ave blue uniforms, whichabandonment
Qf
It is only when you pay for had a farmer candidate for governor sure.that any human brain could ad- 1
the
Forty
Club
An
Intera
distinctive
uniform
several
years
ago
service and “ritzy" surround since 1908.
doboro, Despondent, An
just itself to the speed and roar of
~
brought down considerable criticism
Ames, retired lumber baron and this London traffic. He would be
ings that your meal is expen
esting 1 alk
as it rendered escape easier for the
Apparent Suicide
former State legislator, has put for profoundly disconcerted by the lav
sive. That's why so many peo
------convicts. There are said to have
ward his advocacy of business prin ish display of ladies' underwear in
ple come here. They get such
‘‘I believe it is my dutyas county been threats that the present change
Irving Wallace, 57, was found dead
ciples in government administration shop windows, and if he listened to
fine foods at a mighty small
and his support of a “tax reform” re the conversation of any bright young in his barn at South Waldoboro yes attorney to keep in constant touch would result in the burning of the
cost.
lated particularly to timberlands and things he might not be able to be terday. a victim of self inflicted gun with the sheriff's office, the State new uniforms, but no such hostile
Try our 25 35, 5Oc Dinners
connective interests. Prominent in lieve his very ears because of their
Police, the local police department demonstration has occurred.
the eastern part of the State, Ames candour, their lack of Victorian I shots, Medical Examiner Odiorne i and the Municipal Court in order to
Home Cooking, Moderate Prices
Nearly a million people crossed the
was looked upon by observers as like- bashfulness, their complete inde- J
Specials Served Daily
'
I know what is doing all the time, to bridge between Bath and Woolwich
i ly to receive the solid support of that pendence of thought and speech.
• The
The body
body was discovered by.
' section as did Arthur R. Gould of
He would search about for his I George Delano and Elden Borneman. ! keep in touch w’lh a11 crimlnal mat" during 1931. which was several thoun?or^_,t?ar!j,t?-P30_?nd _n°t, far
Presque Isle in his 1926 defeat of For Little Dorrit. and Little Nell, and his | A charge from a single-barreled 1 ters all the time and to get in touch I
Opposite Perry's Market
mer Governor RalDh O. Brewster for (tear Ruth Pinch, and all his timid, shotgun had pierced his heart The with a11 ProsPectlve cases ear,y In from a half million motor vehicles
also made the crossing, a substantial
ROCKLAND.
MAINE_
the U. S. senatorial nomination.
shrinkimz. blushful, cov
-•
Attor
coy, demure, and
bv
nr w h ' the «ame' " said State's Attorney
increase over the preceding year. For
Martin enters the gubernatorial shrinking,
Service; 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
languishing little women, and he
po was near Dy- Dr- w H ntiK «n tbp pnursp of an in- the two months of September and
race with the traditions of an old would not find them among the Hahn of Friendship was called.
I Ensl&n otl^ ln the «°ufse 01 ‘
wuuiu nuv una uiem Amuiig uit
teresting address yesterday before the October there was a gain of 13,616
Maine family name behind him. A crowds
of strapping young girlsWallace had appeared
despondent Forty c]ub By means of this system motor vehicles over the same months
grandson of the late Edwin C. Bur striding down Oxford street or
time. of constant communication it is pos- in 1930. In June, however, there was
leigh. former governor and- U. S Knighisbridge as though they owned and in ill health for some
senator. Martin seeks the office on his the world and were looking for a new j The body was taken to the under- sible for the county attorney’s office a loss in motor vehicle traffie of 3.179
record in both branches of the legis adventure. He might hear the 1 1m taking rooms of James Waltz at to better handle Its grist of business, over the same month of the preceding
maintain a better front of prepared year.
lature. In the last of his two terms in of an aeroplane overhead and stare I Waldoboro.
ness and save the county much money
the senate he assumed the presidency. up astonished at this new conquest ’
The nearest surviving relative of I through effecting guilty pleas in the
♦ • ♦ •
Winter visitors to Oberammergau.
of nature, this marvellous machine ' Wallace is a nephew, Clarence
fhe Passion Plav village In southern
Iou’s J. Brann. former mayor of put into the power of men.
Eugley of Waldoboro.
Bavaria, will in the coming vear have
i Lewiston and for many years a leader
0 * * «
an opportunity to see Biblical plays
! in the Democratic party, is a candi
in the theatre used for re
Subjects For His Satire
date for the gubernatorial nomina
LOCAL THEATRES
hearsals of the Passion Play. The
tion. Mr. Brann was for several years
Dickens, who was a satirist, as well
first plav given will be Lissauer's
iudge of • the Lewiston Municipal as a sentimentalist, would find plenty
Strand Theatre
“Jephtha's Wife” Feb. 10 The lead
j Court and has six times been elected J of scope, it is certain, for his moral
By
day
he
is
a
handsome,
kindly
ing parts will be plaved bv men and
mavor of that citv.
indignation. He would find no lack
women whose names are known from
Brann's candidacy will insure a of subjects for fierce invective man, a distinguished physician re
the Passion Play performance of 1930
contest in the Democratic primaries, against injustice, and denial of lib spected by his friends and beloved by
including Alois Lang, Hugo Ritz and
as .James B. Perkins, Augusta attor erty, and cruelty, and selfishness. I his adorable fiancee. But by night
he is a prowling fiend, a hideous
Klara Mayr.
ney, declared himself a candidate for . am not pretending that he would creature bent on a career of horror
the office several weeks ago.
I find a perfect world I He would and torture. Those who admire this
Ti.e two-dav session of the Maine
State Representative John Clark have something tremendous to say
State Nurses' Association in Port
Scates, leader of the Democratic about the bankruptcy of human in man know him as “Dr. Jekyll.”
who hate and fear him know
land on Friday and Saturdav had 155
minority in the state legislature and telligence which fails to prevent Those
him as "Mr. Hyde.':
members in attendance. The Asso
frequently mentioned Democratic hunger in many countries because
Like "Dracula” and "Frankenstein"
ciation now has a membership of 800.
Gubernatorial possibility, is expected there is an over-production of wheat
with 162 new members last year. Re
to make a definite announcement of and poverty in some countries be the story of “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" which Is presented Wednesday
sources total $1,572. The new presi
his intentions soon.
cause they have too much gold.
and Thursday is both fantastic and
dent is Mrs. Theresa R Anderson of
He would inveigh against the tyr weird. It tells of the strange adven
Augusta, who has spoken before
INFECTIOUS SMILES
anny of the machine which destroys tures of young Dr. Jekyll who.
Rockland organizations in the past.
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
human labor.
He would deride through scientific endeavors, allows
Miss Ellen Daly. R. N., superintendent
A smile Illumed the fare of a tot—
those statesmen who have made a himself to be ruled by his baser self,
of Knox Hospital, is one of the di
The mother caught Its Joy.
And passed lt along to the maid at work mess of the world and those finan thereby bringing destruction upon
rectors, and was one of the speakers
ROCKLAND
Who. In turn, charmed the grocer-boy ciers whose knowledge of arithmetic himself and those he loves. Preview
371 MAIN ST.
on the general program. A delight
is so elementary that they cannot audiences who have seen “Jekyll and
ful social event was the tea served In
5-7
He spread it gladly along his route,
understand
the
cause
of
the
fall
in
A way that covered miles.
Hyde" are firm in the belief that it
the sun parlor of the Eastland Hotel
And I lost all track, as the pattern commodity prices, or at least fail to remains, after more than fifty years, lower court. Mr. Otis paid tribute to Friday, when the nurses were guests
grew
a
give a satisfactory explanation. the most fascinating and terrifying
of the Portland Hospitals Alumnae
To an Intricate web of smUes.
Heaven alone knows that Dickens story conceived by the brain of man. the ability, thoroughness and in
Alice Strong.
tegrity of the several branches tor Association
would
have
no
desperate
difficulty
ANOTHER
Arlington. Mass.
Plaving the dual roles of "Jekyll and
in finding material for passionate Hyde" is that splendid young actor, law enforcement in the County of
A special meeting will be held at
Knox.
anger, irony, pity and tears.
Frederic March. Now the kindly
An entirely new meaning to the The Salvation Army hall Wednesday
• * . .
Jekyll. young, handsome, ardent—and term “county attorney" was given the night with Major and Mrs. Charles
EVERY WEDNESDAY
then Hyde, the scheming, lustful club. This official is really the State’s A Trew of Portland Headquarters as
A Better England
PORTLANDS
8.30 o'clock
And yet here in his own country monster, March gives >a performance attorney, being responsible directly to the specials. Major Trew has spent
7AOST PRETENTIOUS
11 tmimrnHtUTTiHirrn a tin; • t rtu- t zzJ mnx
he would find also his own peopie 1
lasting.significance. The two lead the Attorney General who cooperates nearly 30 vears as an officer in The
in Pete Edwards’
„
_________
making ready for Christmas in the !
. femln’ne ™les are portrayed bv in major
cases. It is „up to
the coun- Salvation Armv. 18 years of that time
same old wav. or at least in the same I ^lrlam ^pklns as the beautifii ty attorney to determine what laws | being devoted to Corns work. He was
New Barn
I old spirit, with courage and cheerful- street waif who falls under the evil to enforce and what prosecutions to I then transferred tn the staff and beUpper Limerock Street
ness in a time of bad trade, with no I
Mr. Hyde; ahd Rose Ho- make and the statutes provide laws came divisional officer for the Massa
dismay in their hearts in spite of bart as tbe d^oted „flanceeJ of the so multitudinous and so unimportant chusetts and Rhode Island Division
Music by
anxieties ahead. He would see them ' ardent suitor' Dr' Jekyll.-udv.
that the average citizen is daily an with headquarters in Boston. He was
Clark Island Orchestra
unknowing
and unintentional law then transferred to Covington. Ken
crowding
the
shops
to
buy
presents
'
2T11
tucky, where the Army maintains a
minim 111:1111111 nun 11rrrrj mm;fTntini :;im ill.
breaker.
for each other, however cheap, and
park Theatre
6XP0S1TI0N K WEEK OF;
A county attorney is really prosecu large general hospital. He was ap
determined
that
they
are going to
A mystery wlth the most unusual
to this division about a year
BUILDING < -JAN IS
I give the children a good time what- and baffling denouement Is unraveled tor. detective and policeman who pointed
ago. many advances being made since
I ever happens.
on the screen Wednesday and Thurs must cooperate diligently and care that time. Both Major and Mrs.
Dickens would mingle with the day when “The Secret Witness," is fully with the enforcement officers, Trew are musical and plav string in
Reduced Rates on
shopping crowds, finding many oomi- shown. "It defies any I have seen yet must not make himself a nuisance. struments. As usual, the public is
Wc have moved our complete
' cal types, many odd characters, for noveltv of subject matter and In this county much additional work
Stock of
Railroads
many whimsicalities of manner treatment and it is superbly acted bv is added through Jurisdiction over Invited.
LEATHER GOODS
5-9
which somehow do not find their a cast of stellar performers," writes the prison. Mr. Otis took a gentle
to
way into modem novels, and in re one critic. At no time is there a let-up slam at the district attorney of the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
writing his “Christmas Carol” he in Interest. The plot gathers mo movies who is generally depicted as a
231 MAIN STREET
If I hati to live my life again I would
would find a thousand reasons why mentum as It goes along—the mys super crook, prosecuting only the have
made a rule to read some poetry
HARNESS WORK and LEATHER
England at this Christmastlde tery becomes more and more involved weak and innocent. It is his opinion and listen
to some music at least once
GOODS REPAIRING
that such dishonest officials are ex a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
should be true to its old tradition of as attempts are made at solving It.
of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
tremely
rare.
gaiety and laughter and good cheer.
On the same program every Wed
SIMPSON & STAPLES
Richard Bird and Lawrence DanHe would switch on the wireless and nesday and Thursday at no advance
‘
‘
I
SHALL
NOT
AGAIN THIS WAY”
JAMES II. HALL, Prop.
it would be the same old tune of in prices there are four good acts of deneau were admitted to membership. The bread that PASS
brlngeth strength I want
Chairman
Butler
of
the
program
5-6
"Sir Roger de Coverley" to which the R.K O. vaudeville. This week's vau
UNION TOWN HALL
to give.
younger crowd would dance after the deville includes Norman and Jewell, committee next week presents Dr. Neil The water pure that bids the thirsty
live;
Fogg,
discussing
"Cancer."
and
for
carpets were turned up on Christmas comedy athletes; Jack Houspf the
I want to help the fainting day by day;
THURSDAY JAN. 14
night.
singing sheriff; Folev and Welton Jan. 25, Honorable Burleigh Martin I'm sure I shall not pass again this way.
It is a better England, and should In ‘‘Gentlemen Prefer Chickens," of Apgusta.
I want to give the oil of Joy for tears.
bn a happier Christmas than in mid- comedy, talking and singing; and a
Followed by Dance
Keys made to order. Keys maue
In Municipal Coi$rt yesterday a The faith to conquer crowding doubts
Victorian days. Why worry? “God flash act The Dance Flashes, with
and fears
to fit locks when original keys are
Benefit Senior Class
rest ye merry, gentlemen, let noth three women and two men. singing young Rockport woman pleaded Beauty for ashes may I give alway;
lost. Honse, Office or Car. Code
guilty to shoplifting at the Senter I’m sure I shall not pass again this way.
5-lt
ing ye dismay!”
and dancing.
books provide keys for all locks
This policy of two day vaudeville at 1 Crane store, goods valued at between
to give good measure running
without bother.
Scissors and
Teacher—Horatio, why do we use regular prices will continue only as; $30 and $40 being found in her pos- I want
o’er.
Kuives Sharpened.
soap?
long
as
the
people
of
Rockland
will
,
session.
Judge
Butler
sentenced
her
And
Into
angry hearts I want to pour
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
the Woman's Reformatory, but The answer soft that turneth wrath
Horatio—That’s what I'd like to support it, is the statement made by j
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
away:
the manager of the Park. The acts suspended sentence and placed her on I’m sure I shall not pass again this way.
know—The Pathfinder.
& SON, Inc.
have been secured at great expense! probation for one year, with Miss
After riding around for an hour and he feels that if the people will J Helen Corbett as custodian. She was I want to give to others hope and faith.
Cemetery
Memorials
want to do all that the Master salth;
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
I hunting for a place to park many support this policy it should be a i informed that further misbehavior II want
aright from day to day;
Telephone 791
people did their Christmas shopping regular attraction for the remainder j would mean her instant committal I’m suretoI live
EAST UNION, MAINE
shall not pass again this way.
96-tf
4-tf ! surly!—The Pathfinder
of the winter months —adv.
to the Skowhegan institution.
Daniel S. Fonk.

Telegraph

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

A NEW BANK PRESIDENT

Issue 1

Republicans Have Five Can Sir Philip Gibbs Cites the
The annual meeting of the Knox
Changes In England Since M. R. Pillsbury Becomes Head of Security Trust Com County General Hospital Alumnae
didates For Governor —
Association takes place tomorrow at
pany—Rockland National Stands Pat
the Bok Home,
Brann In Democratic Race
Author’s Day

PENOBSCOT GRILL

A NEW LOT OF SPRING DRESSES
JUST RECEIVED

SHOCK FOR DICKENS

THREE CENTS A COPT

TuEsawl

tt

AUTOrShCW

NEW LOCATION

“THE DUTCH
DETECTIVE”

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.
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"ON MY SET”
❖

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rocklfind. Me.. Jan. 12. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 9, 1932. there was printed a total of
<185 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public, i

CURTAINS
*
!*
❖

And be ye kind one to another,
tenderhearted, forgiving one an
other, even as God for Christ’s sake
hath forgiven you.-—Eph. 4:32.

THE GUBERNATORIAL ENTRIES
With the June primaries only five
months away, five candidates in the
field, and assurance that there will
be at least one more entry, the Re
publican gubernatorial contest has
already begun to take on an active
Interest in this section. Knox Coun
ty voters with no special favorite in
the race are apparently maintaining
an open mind, either because they
are waiting to see if other candi
dates will appear on the scene, or to
become better acquainted with the
position which those already in the
field will adopt. The nearest to a
local candidate is Senator Prank W.
Carlton, the blunt spoken gentleman
from Woolwich, who certainly did
Knox County a fine turn when he
fought to a successful climax for the
Kennebec bridge which bears his
name. He has trod upon many poli
tical toes, but the forcefulness of his
recent announcement seems to have
had a favorable reaction, and in one
Knox County town the writer found
that Carlton was being discussed to
the exclusion of other aspirants. On
the other hand it is fair to assume
that Frank P. Washburn, commis
sioner of agriculture, will have quite
a strong following in the rural sec
tions, and it is well known that Bur
leigh Martin, president of the Maine
Senate, has influential backing in
Knox. The other candidates Senator
Spear and Mr. Ames are not so well
known in this section, but we hear
them referred to as commanding
highest respect. May the best man
win!

AN INNING FOR THE DRY'S
With the approach of another
Presidential campaign one hears a
great deal about repealing the 18th
Amendment or modifying the Vol
stead law, and there can be no mis
taking the fact that the “wets" have
made some notable encroachments
into territory hitherto regarded as
dry. But the battle is by no means
one-sided. Those who worked so
faithfully and so diligently for na
tional prohibition fully know the
meaning of “eternal vigilance” and
the campaign of education goes on as
unceasingly, if not so noisily, as the
attempt to dismantle Hie law of the
land. Rockland, next Sunday night,
will have an opportunity to hear one
of the leading exponents of the dry
side when Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin of
New York, former State president of
the New York W.p.T.U. will explain
the situation now faced by the coun
try. Mrs. Colvin resorts to no plat
form tricks to influence her audi
ences, but speaks in a calm, straight
forward manner that carries convic
tion.

VALEDICTORY OF A CAR LINE

Central Maine employes invaded
kin street in the early hours of
jnday morning and removed the
Olley wires ’neath which glided the
,rs of the Rockland, Thomaston &
imden Street Railway for more
lan 30 years—happy years for the
itrons, whether they clung to the
inning board in the days when
olley traffic was congested, or found
lundant seating capacity in the
osed cars when the prosperity of the
oomstick line had begun to wane,
ad with the removal of the trolley
ire vanishes almost the last trace
’ electric transportation on rails,
he two streaks of unprofitable rust
ive been permanently sealed for the
•eater convenience of vehicular
affic; up at Olencove there are
)W only remnants of the car barn
hich once housed the rolling stock,
id in the storage yards arc heaps
.iron ribbons over which cars once
imbled. It is all in the way of evotion—progress, we call it—but we
ihnot quite bring ourselves to ring
iwn the cuftain without heaving a
|h of regret.
’he stage appeared set Sunday
rning for another big snowstorm,
tended by winds cf gale force,” but
storm left only a crop which could
easily handled by the broom, and
gale never materialized. Hence
are still able to inform those Knox
mty folks who are comfortably ennced in Southern climes that
:kland has had only one storm of
sequence since winter began, and
,t the earlaps which were always
.sidered a winter necessity are
t now quite superfluous. “About
s time.” as the Maine Farmers'
nanac expresses it, we may expect
.-zero weather, but at this writing
• may ski, skate or slide without
iger of frozen ears, nose and toes.

ne of the many things we always
tire about Charles G. Dawes is
, he never takes an equivocal posiHe is a master of picturesque
juage and when he stops talking
•ybody "knows what he means,
louncement of his retirement
a the Ambassadorship to Great

❖
i

“Do you ever get that new
Presque Isle station?” I am fre
quently asked. My answer is in
the negative thus far.

Two tunes from old musical
shows will be revived during the
Maxwell House broadcast Thurs
day, at 9.30 p, m. Lannv Ross,
the romantic tenor star, will sing
“You Are Free” frorp “Apple
Blossoms” and a chorus of “They
Didn't Believe Me” from “The
Girl from I’tah.”
*•*«•*•••
The news comments of "The
Hoosier Editor,” which copie over
WNAC at 8.30 Saturday nights
form an interesting oddity and
are usually accompanied by a
sermonette.

Happy days for radio fans in
1932 are predicted by an as
tronomer because sunspots will
be on the decline. Intensity of
radio reception has increased
fourfold during the last nine
months and
sunspots have
been correspondingly on the de
cline during that period, said
Dr. H. T. Stetson, director of the
Perkins Observatory at Dela
ware, Ohio.
*•**•*>•*
A seven
episode mysterydrama dealing with a super
criminal is offered by the WGY
Matinee Players, every Tuesday,
at 2.30 p. m. The second epi
sode will be heard this afternoon.
“The Cobra" deals with fiendish
plots of a master criminal who
notifies the police in advance of
his crimes.
Nobody seems to be getting
tired of the Jenny concert which
is broadcast over WEEI Sun
day nights from 8 to 9. and this
in spite of the fact that 121 pro
grams have now been presented.
Last Sunday night we heard
gems from H.M.S. Pinafore, and
bandmen must have revelled in
the "Poet and Peasant” overture.
■•* -*■
A visit to the J. C. Creighton
store in Vnion Saturday land
incidentally I may remark that
it is one of the finest business
establishments in the county)
found Harold S. Fossett ready to
discuss radio reception, and
happy in the fact that he had
located those California sta
tions KNX and KFI. Mr. Fos
sett's achievement de luxe this
winter is the logging of 71 sta
tions at one session, and I hope I
am betraying no state secret
when I tell you that the session
began at 3 p. m. and lasted till
3 a. m. Mr. Creighton is also a
radio fan, but just now he is con
centrating on plans for next
year’s Union Fail* which will
be announced in due time. That
Mr. Creighton has been re
elected president of the North
Knox Society for another year
is a matter of great satisfaction
to all who have the welfare of
this notable Union institution
at heart. It is his energy and
foresight which have been so
largely responsible for the fair’s
success in the past few years.

❖

♦
❖
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖

Washed and Finished
In Up-to-Date Way
Every step in the washing and drying of curtains requires
unusual rare.

•+
❖

First of all a pure, gentle soap is essential. We use Ivory Soap
—99 44-lUO'< pure—as gentle and safe a soap as money can buy.

❖

Next comes the actual washing process. Here, mechanical
washers, run by skilled operators, cleans? your curtains quite as
gently and far more thoroughly than is possible with the old, la
borious hand method.

❖
❖
*

Finally, the drying and stretching. On this point, too, we know
we can satisfy you. Your curtains are carefully stretched on frames
which keep the edges true and retain the original size and shape. We
return them to you spotlessly clean and neatly folded.

i*
*
❖
❖

*
❖

i

I T♦>
T

Our Prices For This Class of Work Are
Astonishingly Low

*

LACE CURTAINS (Stretched)
75c pair

$

RUFFLED CURTAINS (hand ironed)
35c and 50c pair

❖
*
❖

PLAIN CURTAINS (machine ironed)
25c pair

❖
*

I
I

Laundry

•

I
❖

♦J*

*:•

.(Fireproof)
578 Main Street

'

Rockland

Tel. 835

WE USE IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
WE CLEAN CARPETS
5-7

LMEROCK VALLEY POMONA

WARREN

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
At the special meeting of the Wom
was entertained last Saturday after an’s Club Friday evening it was de
noon and evening by members of Me cided to lay a new oak floor in the
gunticook Grange. The visitors were j town hall with insulating paper bewelcomed cordially and guests were tween that and the old floor for
warmth, and that H. L. Kenniston
present from many neighboring would have the contract.
Granges.
Carl Moody returned to Albany the
The following was unanimously 10th instead of the 9th as was previ
adopted: Resolved: That Limerock ously stated.
Valley Pomona Grange fully approves
The next meeting of the Woman's
! and endorses the stand taken by Na- Club will have on the program two
I tional Master Tabor and State Mas- papers prepared by Mrs. Ella Cunter Crawford in relation to the reten- ' Bingham and Miss Edna F. Boggs on
tion and enforcement of the Prohibi- ki>e histop- of Warren. Roll call will
tory Law and the Volstead Act, and J* anecdotes from former generademands greater severity in dealing
Fourteen from the Warren Baptist
with habitual offenders."
A fine program was given during Church attended the meeting Friday
the afternoon session under the di of the young people from the
rection of Mrs. N. B. Hopkins. The churches of the Lincoln and Damari
address of welcome was by Mrs. Sara scotta associations which took place
Young of Camden and responded to at Thomaston. Maurice Wyllie was
by Charles Gregory of Glencove. chosen to represent the Warren Bap
Mrs. F. L. S. Morse gave a very inter tist Church at the three day confer
esting talk on her travels in the ence at Camden some time in April.
Philippine Islands. She had many Rev. Fletcher Knollin of Waterville,
•9- —•
beautiful pieces of linen and handi direotor of the Baptist religious edu
Democratic oratory had to step
craft, articles of clothing and other cation in Maine who was one of the
aside for Amos and Andy on the
things of interest which she exhibited speakers there has been secured to
radio the other night Speeches
A paper entitled “Do we appreciate come to Warren Jan. 24.
of Alfred E. Smith and John W.
the value of milk as a food?" was read
Six tables were at play at the En
Davis were carried over the en
by Mrs. Harold Nash.
gine hall Saturday evening with the
tire network of the National
The host Grange presented two high scores going to Mrs. Grace Spear,
Broadcasting Company covering
short playlets in the afternoon: "A Mrs. Nettie Jameson and Mrs. Fannie
about fifty stations. But James
Parting.” by Misses Blanchard and Wyllie.
M. Cox, who began speaking at
Drapkin, and “Pa Gets Took,” a
The World Wide Guild will meet
11 p. m„ had to be dropped from
comedy skit by five sisters.
at the home of Mrs. Ella Caler, Jan.
the Western network because of
The
usual
Grange
feast
was
en

14, directly after school, to roll band
the late western broadcast of
joyed at supper-time, and the con ages on the machine that has been
Amos and Andy. Several com
ferring of the 9th degree on a class loaned for that purpose.
mercial programs were shunted
of five candidates followed. Officers
aside to clear the air for the
Installation of the officers of War
of the Pomona and subordinate
Democratic field night, but the
ren Grange has been postponed until
granges
were
installed
jointly
in
an
popular demand for the comedi
Jan. 19.
able manner bv James Dornan of
ans was regarded as greater , East
Union, assisted bv Mr. and Mrs.
The regular supper will be served
than the demand for Democratic
1 L I Morton. Mr. Dornan received a by the ladies of the Congregational
oratory. Mr. Cox, however, was
gift in appreciation of his work, Lloyd Qircle next Thursday evening Those
on the Eastern and Middle West
Crockett. Pomona master making the | in charge are Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,
ern networks covering twentypresentation. Alfred Sherman, mas- | Mrs. Fannie Wyllie, Mrs. Grace
four stations.
ter of Megunticook Grange, present Spear, Mrs. Laura Brackett and Miss
«•>«•••••
ed a past master’s jewel to Charles Alice Walter. Members are requested
It is worth getting up early
to be present at 2.30. The business
, Lord, the retiring master.
just to hear that news announcer
At the close of the session, the meeting will be at 4 and officers will
on WJR, Detroit, at 6.30.
,
I Megunticook Players put on a one-act be elected.
••• •••
! comedv mystery piay, "Paradise."
The Twelve Club met with Mr. and
“The Rainbow Hour," station
with Alfred Sherman, Elsie Hendricks. Mrs. Clarence Spear Thursday eve
Fred Crockett and Oscar Chapman ning. First honors went to Mrs. O. E.
WLBZ YVednesday, 6 to 6.30 p. m.
given by the First Baptist Church
taking the parts.
Libby and George Counce; consola
About 200 members were present tion to Oliver Libby and Mrs. Emma
of this city, will have Mrs. Lydia
Storer, contralto, as guest artist.
during the session.
Norwood.
Capt. Howard Greenlaw who has
Those who heard Lily Pons
WITH THE BOWLERS been the guest of his sister Mrs.
Sunday afternoon in the General
--------i Herbert Simmons for two weeks, reElectric Hour are still athrill over
The Boiler Makers were certainly turned Sunday to New York,
her marvelous voice and art.
not "the big noise" in their match , MiS3 Liinas Kenniston is learning
Pons is 26 years old, and has been
with the Federals Friday night, for • t0 spooi jn the mill
studying only four years. She is
the latter won by 137 pins and all
Henry V. Starrett is very ill with
hailed by many critics as the
five points. Rackliff rated high line grippe.
greatest coloratura soprano be
on total, but Dudley’s single of 127
The Mission Circle wil] meet at the
fore the public today.
was the feature of the contest. The
Montgomery rooms Wednesday at
*•**•*•••
summary:
Federals—Perry 305. Philbrook 295, 2.:30 to do White Cross work. A box
Groups of singers from Fisk
Dudley 307, Benner 261, Rackliffe 313, for the leper colony at Assam will be
University will be heard each
started, filled with dressings and
Sunday evening from 915 to 8.45.
total 1481.
Boiler Makers—Carr 292, Brault bandages and miscellaneous articles.
Fisk University has long been
269, Ames 270, Simmons 272, Willis Members of the World Wide Guild,
noted for its School of Music.
the girl's club and the ’teen age girl’s
241, total 1344.
Taking part in the programs will
class of the Baptist Church are invit
♦ * * •
be the Fisk University a capella
Talk about your close ones! Forty ed to meet with the women. A pic
choir of 60 voices; Warner LawClub No. 3 scored three points to the nic supper will be served at six.
son, noted negro soloist, and the
world-famous Jubilee Singers.
Star Alley's two Friday night, but
Shoe sale starts Wednesday, this
lost the match by a single pin. Jack
“If the local hockey team is looking Black won two medals—one for his week. Lowest prices ever. McLain
for trouble it needn’t bother to go high string <125) and the other for Shoe Store, Rockland.—adv.
out of town.” said Nate Saunders last high total. The summary:
Forty Club—Orff 347, Jackson 359.
night. Nate is manager of a new
team knowh as the Northern Lights, Stinson 363, F. Black 395. J. Black
a combination which thrives on raw 408. total 1872.
FOR SALE
seal flesh, and has Aurora Borealis i Star Alleys—Martin 398, Simmons
RUUD
licked a mile. The ambitious chai- \ 356, Mitchell 353, Howard 370, Canleneers are Brooks Bowden, Chaples, \ 396. total, 1873.
Instantaneous
Automatic
Red Fuller. Bisbee. Fales. Jackson, |
♦ » » »
C. Smith, and Knight. Now what i Gulf Refining of Rockland beat the I
will the answer be?
I Gulf Refining Co. of Bangor in Ban_________________________________ ! gor Saturday evening, overcoming a I
lead of 47 pins in the last string and
Britain led to rumors that he would winning the match by 13 pins.
seek the Presidential nomination, but! Schellinger was high with a single of
Size 4. Style F
high total, 279.
this idea was nailed yesterday when, 117, and Greely•had
Practically New
• • *
he enlisted as a loyal supporter of i
Can Be Seen At This Office
Burpee Furniture won five points
President Hoover.
130-tf
from Gulf Refining last night.

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

Every-Other-Day

EDWARD E. WHITNEY

SIDNEY F. MAKER

Widely known among insurance
men, and generally throughout the
State, with many friends in Rock
land and North Haven, Edward E.
Whitney of the insurance firm How
ard & Whitney of Dover-Foxcroft.
died suddenly Jan. 4 of angina pec
toris, at his home. With plans all
made and expecting to start for Cali
fornia Monday morning with Mrs.
Whitney and two friends, his death
came as a great shock to intimate
friends and all within the circle of
acquaintance.
Mr. Whitney was bom in Sebec
village Aug. 5, 1868. Early in life
from an infected wound in his leg
amputation became necessary. It
was a severe blow and a great handi
cap. Nothing daunted however the
young man made up his mind that
he would not allow this mishap to
unduly depress him or militate
against his success in life. Entering
the employ of George E. Howard,
whose friendship opened up the po
sition and opportunity, he applied
himself with diligence and determi' nation. He became one of the ablest
1 insurance adjusters in Maine, a man
known to be eminently fair, and at
the same time a just mediator be
tween the insured and the company
he represented. He was a genius in
the reading of character and in
bringing order out of the chaos of
difficult and involved situations.
Mr. Whitney was a great admirer
of the beautiful in nature be it the
landscapes in Maine or elsewhere.
He was never any happier than when
sharing the delights of travel with
' others, or doing something to better
the town in which he lived, and ad
vancing in any way he might the
prosperity of Maine. He was a man
of courage. Once he pushed his way
through a group on a Maine high
way standing at a distance watch
ing an automobile bum up. The
crowd yelled at him: “Stand back
mister, the tank will explode!” “Ex
plode nothing. Here’s water right
side of the road. Why don’t you
people gdt pails from yonder farm
house and put this fire out!"
During the war he was the home
service chairman in Red Cross work
for Piscataquis County. He turned
the whole office force into the un
numbered details of forms, letters,
aid, and made every one who entered
, the service from the county his
j debtor.
In his younger days he rode a bij cycle and with but one leg with
which to push the wheel he even
won a race, and once rode his wheel
from Dover to Rockland. He was
a leading member of the Central
Cycle Club. He had a keen sense
of humor. Once when alighting
from a train a boy said to him:
"Mister you’ve lost your leg haven't
you!” He looked at the boy and
smiled, and then down to his crutch
and said: “My I must have dropped
it in the car!” Although at times he
suffered excruciating pain he bore
j all with marvelous patience and
| fortitude.
He was a man of exemplary habits
iand character; a prodigious worker,
the first to get at the job and the
last to leave it. He was a man whose
shoulder was ever under the heavy
end of the load. The soul of kind
ness he brightened the lives of
scores by word and deed.
Although he never united formal
ly with the church he was a man of
faith, and in the later years of his
life took a vital interest in the
church affairs of which Mrs. Whit
ney is a devoted member. During
the summer through his initiative
and enterprise the Baptist Church of
Dover-Foxcroft made alterations to
the extent of about $10,000. New
Sunday School rooms were created,
a new heating plant installed, an
oil burner, new lights installed, so
that this becomes one of the finest .
equipped churches in any of the J
towns of Maine, surpafting that of
many cities. As was so very fitting!
funeral services were held in the
church Wednesday afternoon, the
stores closing during the service, and
citizens in general being present.
There were also present insurance
men from all over the state. A good
man, splendid citizen, a true friend
to scores, the death of this man is
indeed a distinct loss. His charac
ter and achievement and success are
a shining example to youth in over
coming life’s handicaps.

A resident of North Haven for a
great many years and in all this time
closely identified with the island1
community, and its summer colony I
Sidney F. Maker died at his home in '
Rockland Jan. 5. Although in failing 1
health Mr. Maker had kept up and
about until within a few. days of his
death. At North Haven his home was
at Crabtree’s Point in the earlier
years, but later in the village proper.1
He was a man of pronounced convic-)
tions and of the kindest instincts.
His home was hospitable. On one oc
casion a vessel wrecked at the Point ;
left the Captain, his wife and crew i
stranded and in desperate straits for
shelter and care. He took them into]
his home and the Captain and his
wife cared for them a month. Many j
of the summer people have been'
debtor to him for their knowledge of j
the waters surrounding the islands,
and instruction in handling a boat. |
He was held in affectionate esteem
by them. Besides his wife Clara he
is survived by three daughters, Mrs.
Emma Snow of Colorado Springs,
Mrs. Alice Eva Crabtree of North Ha
ven, Mrs. Maud Simpson of Rockland,
a son La Forest Maker oj Rockland.
Also there are three step-sons, nine
grandchildren, and seven great
grandchildren. Three brothers sur
vive—Alonzo Maker of Rockland,
Henry Maker of Camden, and George
L. Maker of Salem Depot, N. H.
Mr. Maker was born in St. George,
April 19, 1855. Funeral services were
held at the Rockland home, conduct
ed by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
who brought words of comfort to the
bereaved family. The remains were
taken to North Haven Friday morn
ing for burial in the Fuller cemetery.
Mr. Maker was a Mason and awaiting
the arrival of the boat was a group of
North Haven, and Vinalhaven Ma
sons who accompanied the body to
the grave, and there carried’ out the
Masonic burial service. The com
munity of North Haven extends to
Mrs. Maker and all this large family
its sincere sympathy and remem
brance.
H. F. Huse

Though crushed ln youth by harsh and
cruel fate.
He ran with cheerful smiles life's
noble race;
And with untiring zeal kept up the
pace.
Till victor crowned where beck'ning
angels wait.
Achievements his that make life true
and great.
A character revealed in deed and face;
Esteem and love of those in every
place.
Who knew him. WManhood his that
makes the state.
’Twas work he loved, no man was he to
shirk.
Or others leave to lift the heavy load;
With Faith he built himself into the
church.
And others helped along the up-hill
road:
A friend to all he sought the common
good.
And found delight ln acts of Brother
hood.

Henry Felton Huse.
North Haven, Me.

MRS. NARCISSA SLEEPER
Dec. 23 Mrs. Narcissa R. Sleeper
died in Somerville, Mass. The de
ceased was born in Rockland nearly
84 years ago but had resided in Som
erville, Mass., for the past 53 years,
visiting Rockland almost every sum
mer. She was the, widow of the late
Jeremiah W. Sleeper and daughter of
the late Col. Elijah Walker of the
Fourth Maine Regiment. She leaves
one brother, Irason B. Walker of
Somerville, Mass., and two daugh
ters, Mrs. Alice T. Fuller of Wayland.
Mass., and Mrs. Mary A. Clark of
Somerville. Mass.

5 00, $6 00

NOVELTY SHOES
NOW

$2.98
AT

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
Next to Perry’s Market

Rockland, Me.

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY

SWAN'S ISLAND
Miss Fanny Ames is boarding with
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Trask while
teaching in the Union primary school.

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

4

SIX J/fD

ei^HT

□ □□B
with

floating l^ower

with

Automatic Clutch

with

Silent Gear Selector

andrree AVheeling ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

7A, New Six Sedan ISiS

A

new achievement in silent,
effortless motion and easy,
positive control • ♦ ♦

Hydraulic brakes
second gear • Low cente
gravity - Double-drop bri
type frame - Mono-piece .
bodies F. o.

New Dodge Six, >795 to >845. New Dodge Eight, $1115 to >1145.
B. Detroit. Low delivered’ prices. Convenient terms. Five
wire or demountable wood wheels, no extra cost. Duplate safety
plate glass at new low price. Automatic Clutch only >8 additional
on all Sixes. Closed models factory-wired for Philco-Transitone.

DYER’S GARAGE
r
Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under*
tow. 18 >hole golf, grass greens.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
pool. IOO rooms, IOO baths. Orchestra.
First •<
. class patronage. Reasonable rates. |

-W"

[

GEORGE KREAMER
I Summer: Wyandotte Hotel.Bellport,LA

Sw

18

54 uark St.

Tel. 124

F ockland
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 12—Progressive Literary Club
meets with Mrs. Prances Norton.
Jan. 15—Educational Club meeting.
Copper Kettle Porch.
Jan. 17 (7.30 p. m.)—Union service at
Pratt Memorial Church addressed by
Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin ot New York.
Jan. 17—Thomaston—Mrs. D. Leigh Col
vin. president of New York W. C. T. U„
speaks at union service at Baptist
Church.
Jan. 18-23—Portland auto show.
Jan. 22—Installation ot Golden Rod
Chapter, O. E. S.
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Julia Murray. Talbot avenue.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 19—Klppy Karnival.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.

DOUBLE-HEADER VICTORIES

Spear’s Shoe Store
<x>

== Camden Upsets Thomaston While Rockland Has Easy
<
Time In Rockport—Girls Keep Pace

Don’t Forget Our
Shoe Sale

WEATHER
The last two days have seen wintet
at Its best. The crisp cold of yesti
day, 12 in early morning and wii
brilliant sunshine only up to 18
noon, brought .to mind the old sa
that when days begin to lengthen, tl
cold begins to strengthen. It is a fact
now that on fair afternoons the day’s'
Increase is apparent. Sunday the sun
set 20 minutes later than it did a
month ago, and a week from today
daylight will last a full half hour
longer. This morning is warmer, 25
at 7 o'clock and gray skies which
seem to threaten snow, wind south
west. The radio forecast promises
another period of warm weather last
ing until Thursday, mercury probably
climbing to 50 tomorrow, with rain
allflMUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillM
tonight.

ALL THIS WEEK

__
S

Hundreds of Pairs
at Half Price

Pleasant Valley Orange will hold
Mrs. Helen Clark is to install the
The Universalist Chorus Choir will
its installation this evening with re officers of Canton Molineaux Aux meet Friday evening at 7 o’clock in
freshments.
iliary in Camden Monday, Jan; 18.
the vestry.

Blue Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts,
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday after
is meeting each Monday afternoon, Church will serve circle supper to noon as soon after 1 o’clock as pos
the fortnightly schedule prevailing morrow night at 6, with Mrs. H. V. sible with Mrs. Hope Brewster. Re
only through the holiday season.
Tweedie as chairman.
lief sewing.
The installation of the officers of
A meeting of grade teachers held
Rockland Lodge, F.&A.M. will take yesterday afternoon was devoted I
place this evening at 8 o’clock. All chiefly to the topic "Assignment of
sojourning Masons are invited.
Lessons," presented by Supt. Toner.

There will be a get-together meet
ing of Penobscot, Megunticook and
Rockland Encampments Wednesday
night in this citv. Rockland En*
campment will work the Patriarchal
Degree. Supper will be served by
Miriam Rebekah Lodge at 6.30.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or short, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

Miss Relief Nichols who has been
ill for several days resumed her po
sition as teacher of literature on the
High School faculty yesterday. Mrs.
Clara Kelsey substituted.

Block 5 of the Universalist Church
is to conduct a cooked food sale Sat
urday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Fuller-Cobb-Davis store, with Mrs.
Lillian McRae as chairman.

EVERYBODY IS SORRY

Miss Helen Corbett, city matron, is confined to her home
on Lake avenue, having broken
her left leg Sunday morning
when she slipped on the ice in
front of her house. Maynard
Crockett went to her assistance,
and surgical treatment was
given at Knox Hospital. The
accident is especially unfortunate as a handicap to the great
work Miss Corbett does for the
| needy.
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The executive board of the Waldo
County Fish and Game Association
E. O. Philbrook & Son have taken
will be invited to meet with the ex
ecutive board of the Knox County the franchise for Auburn, a car that
Association at the latter's next ses had a spectacularly successful year
in 1931.
sion.

The Camden High basketball team wood, sc; Hendricks, Ig; Cobb, Wood.
pulled the first upset of the season Tg.
Thomaston
High—Towny,
rf: I
in the Knox and Lincoln League
Johnson, lf; Parks, c; Stevens, Bur- I
when it turned back Thomaston High ton, sc; E. Vinal, Henry, rg; A. Vinal, I
!
at Thomaston Saturday evening by a ig.
37 to 23 score, taking the lead in the
Points made by Ware, 10; M.
league with two victories and no dr- Thomas, 7; C. Thomas. 8; Towny, 11; |
feats to its credit. The Camden girlS Johnson, 3. Referee, Wotton. Time
also jumped into the sunberth of the four 8-niinute periods.
feminine division of the league forc
ing the Thomaston High sextet to
Rockland Wins Two
take the short end of a 25 to 14 count.
With little or no trouble after the
The boys’ outfit got ttjp jump on
the Knoxonian quintet in the first first period, the Rockland High bas
period by scoring eight noints to three ketball team took the Rockport High
for their opponents. Johnnie Miller, aggregation at Rockport last night i
Camden forward, led the scoring at
tack. and along with his team mate 48 to 22. The girls’ team did not find
Joe Greenlaw, was the main reason the going so easy, however, and were 1
for Camden’s overwhelming victory. pressed until the final minute of play, j
Miller’s shooting was a treat to watch winning by a 23 to 19 count.
while the all around work of GreenThe Rockland first team played j
law was nothing short of excellent.
The Thomaston crew was outplayed only two periods, the second and,
every period with the exception of third string outfits functioning the j
the second, and in that stanza they remainder of the game. Rockport {
came from behind to lead the visitors fought valiantly throughout and put
at the end of the half by a 15 td 14
margin, through the sharp shooting j UP a very stiff battle in the first
of Morgan. Camden came back' period holding the stronger visiting
strong in the third quarter, however, team to a 13 to 7 score. The second
and obtained a lead that the Thom team finished the first half and
aston boys were unable to overcome.
The Camden girls’ team appeared scored 10 more points the score then
to be very strong especially in the being 23 for Rockland and 13 for
center zone where the work of Dwinal Rockport.
and Allenwood was outstanding. The
Coming back in the third period
visitors got the jump on the Thom the Lime City outfit scored 22 points
aston lassies and at the end of tlie
first period there was no doubt as to for a total of 45 and then gave way to
the outcome of the game. Along the third team which held its own
with the work of the Camden centers, with Rockport. The work of Pellithe shooting of the Misses Ware, M. cane for the third team was very good
Thomas and C. Thomas was also very
good, while the guards of the winners and was the main reason for his team
tied ud the Thomaston forwards so doing such good work.
LaCrosse was high with 15 points
that they were unable to do a great
deal of damage. The only highlight while Flanagan was close behind with
in the Black and White machine was 12 markers.' The bulk of the Rock
the work of Towny at forward.
port offense was' carried out by PayThe summaries:
son and Crockett, while the defen
Boys' Game
sive work of Grant was outstanding.
Camden
The Rockport girls' team got away
to 'a flying start, scoring two baskets
G
F
1
before the local lassies could find
Miller, rf ............... 10
1
themselves. The losers kept up the
Prince, lf, c ............ 1
0
good work throughout the first period
Treener, lf.............
1
2
10 i and at the close led the Orange and
Greenlaw, c .......... 4
1
1 i Black by a 6 to 5 score, through the
Morrison, rg ....... ... 0
0
0 i sharpshooting of Graffam.
Lord, rg ................. 0
0
0 I Rockland came back strong and at
Redman, ig ............ 0
01 the end of the first half led the Rock0
Alexander, ig ........ 0
— I port team 13 to 7, while at the three
37' quarter mark, after Captain Edna
16
Howard was forced to leave the game
Thomaston
via the foul route, the Rockport sex
P tette climbed higher and was trailing
F
G
0 by only a few points. The last period
0
Grafton, rg ............. 0
0
0 was a defensive game with neither
Perry, rg ............... 0
3 team being able to make much prog
1
Johnson, ig ........... 1
0 ress, although the Rockport girls
0
Day, c .......... -........ 0
0 staged a rally in the last few minutes
0
Stackpole, c ............ 0
2
6 which fell only four points short of
Feyler. lf ............... 2
14 tieing the score.
4
Morgan, rf ............. 5
The work of the Rockland centers,
7
23 Breen and Sundstrom wras good,
8
Girl's Game
along with the work of Robinson and
Camden High—M. Thomas, Ware, Howard at the forward posts. The
rf; C. Thomas, lf; Dwinal, c; Ailen- entire Rockport team did very well

Mayor C. M. Richardson is driving
Harry A. Daniels was cruising along
Main street yesterday under his own a new and stylish Oldsmobile sedan
steam but proceeding at half speed bought through the Munsey Motor
due to an infected foot which has Co.
Kept him in port at his Talbot avenue
borne for several weeks.
There will be a meeting of the
' The parishioners of St. Bernard’s
executive committee of the Thrift
Church will conduct their first card
The funeral services of Frances F. Shop Thursday at 1.30 p. m. at the
party of the winter series at the (Fiske), widow of Rufus E. Burrows, shop.
Thorndike Grill Thursday evening. who died Saturday in Bangor, will
The remaining bridge gatherings wilj be held from the residence of her son
J. B. Adams, the well known shoe
be held every Tuesday evening with Kenneth V. White, 14 Myrtle street, maker, who was employed in Rangethe award of the capital prize on thb at 2.30 this, afternoon.
ley during the summer, has leased
evening of Feb. 9.
th<^ Veazie shoe repairing shop on
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets Myrtle street.
The annual meeting of the First Thursday afternoon for work. Sup
Congregational Church of Wiscasset per at 6 will have Mrs. Elizabeth Bar
The new Dodge Six, with its float
took place Wednesday evening of last ton and Mrs. Priscilla Smith as chair
week. Among the officers chosen men, and in the evening the usual ing power, automatic motor clutch
and silent gear, is attracting a great
were Harvey R. Pease as clerk of the business session will take place.
deal of attention, and Capt. John G.
church corporation and Mrs. Pease
__
, t.
„ Snow’s demonstrations give him an
as a deaconess for two years. Mrs.
°®cers °f
Camp j opportunity to hear many exclamaPease is a former Rockland girl, Auxiliary
will be installed tomorrow | tions of p,easure
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. evening at 8 o’clock at Legion hall.
Crosby at The Highlands
with Mrs. Elzina Miller of South
The supper given by the High
Portland, department president, as
F. A. Winslow (chairman), A. C. installing officer. The affair will be School seniors Saturday night was
Hocking of Tenant’s Harbor, C. E. private, with the Comrades as invit one of the best ever offered to Rock
land patrons for the price. The
Ludwick of Rockland, F. E. Morrow ed guests.
seniors are raising money for their
of Camden, Oscar Starrett of War-1
Washington trip, and certainly de
ren Henry McDonald of Thomaston
Among the attractions at the meet
and Maurice Lovejoy of Rockland ing of the Woman's Educational Club serve liberal support at these suppers.
have been appointed a committee to Friday evening will be a debate on
Kenneth Searles, quartermaster
nominate officers for the Knox Coun the question z>f power exportation by
ty Fish & Game Association, the an Mrs. Mary Carilio’s four debaters first class, who has been attached to
nual meeting of which takes place from Rockland High School; and the the Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo the
past three years, left yesterday for
next month.
moving picture, “Our American In Gloucester. Mass., having been trapsdians,” sent from Washington by ferred to Section Base 7. He is suc
The Western Maine District of Bas Senator White.
ceeded on the “Kick” bv Bennie Auld
ketball Officials makes the announce
of Boothbay Harbor, who has been at
ment that out of 40 candidates taking
The Speech Readers Club meets to
the examinations in Portland, Lewis morrow afternoon at 2.30. Miss the Gloucester base.
ton and Waterville 12 were successful Persis Vose of Portland, who has been
A Fairchild airplane was carted |
in the passing of these and have been a frequent visitor with the Rockland
accepted as members. This brings organization, is awav for three weeks through Main street in sections yes- J
causing some little speculation ;
the total membership of the board up in Massachusetts, Connecticut and terday,
as to what might have happened.
to 60 members,
the. largest
. ,
.. .ip- the his- New Jersey, engaged ih organization The machine belongs to Maine Air,
tory of the organization.AmongJhe work for the hard of hearing she
Transport, Inc. and was being taken •
new members is a Camden man
” Hart
. 
return by Feb. 1.
from the Curtiss sea base to the,
ford Talbot.
Hunter Machine Co.'s shop on Tillson
Friday evening a joint observance avenue for a new motor and to be
Food sale Saturday 2 p. m. at Ful- of the btrthday anniversary of recovered.
ler-Cobb-Davis store. Beans, dough- Thomas E. Wildey. founder of Odd
nuts, cakes, cookies, etc. Auspices Fellowship, will be held by Knox
The first Knox County Democrats
Block 5, Universalist Church— 5-6 Lodge, I.O.O.F.. and Miriam Rebekah to circulate nomination papers are
Lodge. Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh Irving C. MacBride of Rockland, who |
Old fashioned dance Tuesday will be the principal speaker. An en seeks the sheriff nomination; and,
4-5 tertainment will be presented bv the Henry H. Payson of Rockland, who I
night at Odd Fellows hail.
Rebakahs who will also serve refresh would like to go to the State Legisla
NOTICE
ture. MacBride came to this city
ment
es.
Notice is Hereby Given that Jerome
from Boston three or four years ago,
C. Burrows of Rockland, in the County
The annuar meeting of the Past and is a calendar salesman. Payson
oi Knox and State of Maine, has made
application to the Maine Board of Bar Presidents' Association of £dwin is a local grocer who has served as
Examiners for examination for admis Libby Relief Corps takes place tomor register of probate.
sion to the baarof the State of Maine row night at Grand Army hall, with
at the session of the Board to be held
The Willing Workers committee is
at Bangor. Maine, on the first Wednes supper at 6 under the direction of
day of February. A. D.. 1932.
Mrs. JltTllie Thomas, Mrs. Maud to meet at the Universalist vestry
PHILIP G. CLIFFORD.
Cables and Mrs, Amanda Choate. An Thursday for an all-day session of
Secretary ot the Board. ’
December 31. 1931.
I-T-8 entertainment will be presented, with sewing for The Thrift Shop. Noon
Mrs. Mary Cooper and Mrs. Riah day luncheon will be in charge of Mrs.
Knight in charge. Each past presi F. A. Tirrell Jr. and Mrs. A. L. Miles.
dent may invite one guest.
Members planning to be present for
luncheon are asked to notify Mrs.
The news item in Saturday's issue Tirrell not later than Wednesday
concerning the partly submerged noon. Take dishes, including a bowl,
whaleboat near the Public Landing and silver.
resulted in the craft being promptly
USE
The semi-annual meeting and getretrieved. The Courier-Gazettf was
in error when it referred to the craft together of the Brotherhood Bible
as the “Boy Scout whaleboat.’ It be Class of the First Baptist Church
longs to the Sea Scouts, an organiza takes place at the church parlors
tion but distantly related to the Boy Friday evening, with supper at 6.30.
Scohts, and supported from other Lobster stew will be the attraction at
the table, reports and election of
sources.
officers will follow and the pastor's
•
H. Ernest Keywood. who has been assistant, Carl Fredricksort, will speak
It is an old fashioned cough mix
employed by Bond & Goodwin, in and sing. Other features will be pre
ture made from a formula handed the Portland territory, for a number sented and members with guests are
down frojn our grandmother’s of years, has been transferred to the urged to make it a point not to miss i
time. Used for coughs and ordi Rockland territory, with headquarters this good time. All who are going
at Bond & Goodwin's office, 14 School should notify the teacher Friday
nary Throat Irritations
street. Mr. Keywood has plready as morning.
sumed his new duties, and just as
soon as he oan make arrangements
It is often true, also, that if a man
Price 50c Bottle
will move his family to Rockland. but make a better claptrap, delega
SOLD BY
Mr. Keywood has been with Bond & tions will beat a path to his door
Goodwin for five years in their Bos offering nominations.—Boston Her
ton office and for the last five years ald.
in the Portland territory. He will
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
The government theory is that
cover the territory which for the past
20 years has been covered by Edward business should be bossed by Federal
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled 4-6 J J. Hellier, who has lately been elect experts in good times and look out
ed treasurer of the Rockland Sav for itself in bad times.—Syracuse
Post-Standard.
ings Bank.

20 Different Flavors
Perfectly combined into a delicious
blend. This is the secret of the
unchanging quality of

TEA

“Fresh from the Gardens”

HERE IT IS!
Just What You’re Looking For

T5he MAINE
RANGE

McCarty’s

STOP

D. L. McCARTY

a

r

„

316

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

SPECIAL NOTICE
In Regard To Our January Clearance Sale
Many of our customers have told us our prices are very low in this sale.
To please them all we will continue for a few days, including Saturday, with ex
tra special values in every department.
■<

These are not old goods, but a lot of New Merchandise, just arrived.

I. SIMONTON CO.-ejajajgJHJaHranH^ajgmHiafarai?
Timid Householder (resourcefully,
throughout the evening with Miss is the guest of Town Manager Herbert Thomas.
after discovering two burglars at
Graffam starring.
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs entertained work)—"D-d-don't take any n-notice
Summary of boys' game:
the Monday Club this week.
of me—I'm only walking in my
Rockland High
The Camden High School orches- s-s-sleep.” —Boston Transcript.
P tra furnished music at the Baptist
G
r
-----------------15' Church Sunday evening.
La Crosse, lf ......... 6
3
"is that a real diamond?”
2 i Harold gorthell is in Boston on a; "Well, very nearly.”—The HumorFrohock, lf ............. I
B
ll
1
Armata, lf ............. 0
1st.
6 business trip.
0
Knowlton, rf ......... 3
0
0
Pietroski, rf ........... 0
2
0
Ptllicane, rf ........... 1
2
12
Flanagan, c ........... 5
0
I)
Carroll, c ................. 0
0
0
Connon. c ............... 0
1
1
McAlary, rg ........... 0
1
I
Yeager, rg ............... 0
0
0
Dailey, rg ............... 0
6
0
Freeman, ig ........... 3
2
0
Thomas, ig ............. I
0
0
Shepherd, ig ............ 0
—
—
48
8
20
Rockport High
P
F
G
3
1
Annis, rg ............... 1
Two great groups, each offering
3
3
Grant, ig ............... 0
the Styles of Today and Tomor
0
6
Turner, ig ............... 0
row, arc presented in this un
6
0
Crockett, c ............. 3
usual sale—
2
0
Arey, c .................... I
6
2
Payson, lf ............. 2
0
0
R. Snow, lf ............. 0
WALK-OVERS
2
2
Snow, rf ................. 0

Referee, Wotton.
8-minute periods.

8
Time

AWAY
WITH DUST AND ASHES
Mail This Coupon Today

G. A. Lawrence Co.
507 Main St., Rockland
Gentlemen:—
I am interested in your
Maine Range Oil Burner.

Unconditionally
Guaranteed
For Life of the
Burner

RELIABLE
AGENTS
WANTED

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
.

$5.95, $4.95, $3.95

22
four

ENNA JETTICKS
$3.49, $3.95

CAMDEN
Following the regular meeting of
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge, Jan. 13,
a “snipping party will be enjoyed.
News was received in town Monday
of the death in Brookline, Mass., of
Robert Ancill. Deceased was for
many years a resident of this town
and was employed as gardener at the
Chauncey Keep summer p^ice on
High street.
The ladies of the Methodist society
will meet Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. Grace Anderson, Harding ave
nue.
Maiden Cliff sewing circle meets
Wednesday, at 2 o'clock. Covered
dish supper at 6. Husbands of mem
bers are invited.
Comique Theatre booking for the
week: Tuesday, Mae Clark in
“Waterloo Bridge;” Wednesday and
Thursday. Will Rogers in “Ambassa
dor Bill;" Friday, James Dunn in
“Sob Sister;" Saturday, Jack Holt
in “Fifty Fathoms Deep.”
The Methodist ladles’ aid will hold
a snipping party at the vestry Jan.
19. There will be a program and re
freshments. The
committee in
charge. Mrs. Grace Anderson, Mrs.
Flora Tabutt and Mrs. Bertha Syl
vester.
Mrs. D. J. Dickens will entertain
the Friday Auction Club this week
at her home on Pearl street.
The following item from the Bel
fast Republican Journal will interest
many in this place: “Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ryder of Brooks have an
nounced the engagement of their
daughter Evelyne Louise Ryder and
Orman Goodwin of Camden, former
ly of Clinton. Miss Ryder Is a
graduate of Brooks High School,
1926, Farmington Normal School,
1930, taught in Searsport and is now
a grade teacher in Camden. Mr.
Goodwin is manager of the Clover
dale store in Camden. The date of
the wedding has not been an
nounced.”
George Nutter of Sidney, Montana.

(Values to $6)

LADIES’
FLEECE LINED
SNAP
OVERSHOES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

tl

on

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
MAIN STREET,

NEXT TO PERRY'S MARKET

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY, THIS WEEK

CLOVERDALE
STORES

Cloverdale Prices
MAKE YOUR
FOOD DOLLAR
S-T-R-E-T-C-H

BORN

MARRIED
WILLIAMS-WINCHENBAUOH — At Bel
fast, Dec. 12. by mv. Felix Powell,
Robert E Williams. Jr. and Mlsa Grace
C. Winchenbaugh of Friendship.
DeLONG-HOWARD — At Roekland. Jan
9. by George Leonard. J. P.. Harry
DcLong and Flora Howard, both of
Rockland.
HALL-WETMORE—At Vlnalhaven, Jan.
9. bv Rev. P J. Clifford, Alfred S Hall
of Vlnalhaven and Mias Julia A. Wet
more of Galeton, Pa.

DIED

DELIVERED
AND
INSTALLED

ASK FOR
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

IMONTON’

CARVER—At Wichita, Kansas. Dec. 31.
. to Mr. and Mrs. Horace Carver, a
daughter. Mary Ann.

OIL BURNER

Don’t Cough
cough

Page Three

SLEEPER—At Somerville. Mass , Dec. 23,
Narcissa A. (Walker), widow of Jere
miah W. Sleeper, aged 83 years.
MANK—At Waldoboro. Jan. II, Hiram B
Mank Funeral at his late residence
Wednesday afternoon at 1 o'clock. In
terment tn Rural cemetery.
MORSE-At Damariscotta. Jan 9. Jonah
D Morse, a native of Friendship, aged
66 years. 8 months, 12 days.
BURROWS—At Bangor, Jan 9. Frances
(FiskeI. widow of Rufus E Burrows,
aged 61 years, 8 months, 25 days. Fu
neral at 14 Myrtle street this afternoon
at 2 30.
___
PEASE—At Long Beach? Calif. Dec. 29.
Jennie L Pease of Kalso. N D . widow
of Albert E. Pease, formerly of Appleton.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Rena Isabel
Rowe, who passed away Jan. 12. 1929
No one knows of the heartache.
^Only those who lea-re lost can tell
Of the sorrow that Is borne tn silence
For the one we loved so well.
.Her Husband, Parents. Brothers and
Sister.
♦

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express appreciation and
thanks to friends, the Sunehlae Society
' of Union Church, and Pleasant River i
Grange for dowers, fruit and tokens of j
remcmbranco received during my stay ln I
Knox Hospltai; also the nurses and
doctors for their kindness to me.
I
Mrs. Elizabeth Guilford Gray.
I Vinalhaven.
•

..Sale of SWIFT'S

SMOKED

ANOTHER
CANDY BARGAIN!

MEATS

Honey

PICNIC
Averaya
SHOULDERS .’X

Peanut Brittle

iblT

ROLLED and BONED

SHOULDERS CRouUn..) lb
FLUMP, TENDER

Q

FRANKFORTS

X

Crisp peanut brittle, delicately
flavored with honey. Lots of
fresh roasted peanuts. A real
treat at any price. (Bulk).

17 ‘

LB

47

Beans
Bartlett Pears

CUT (TMHCLESS

I

standard
GRADE

EVAPORATED APRICOTS
MILD CHEESE PULL CHAM
BONELESS CODFISH
BANNER QUICK OATS

Spinach
Grapefruit

19c

2lk25<

CHOICE

.
■

.

1.19c
25c
55 OZ PXG 15c

LB WOOD BOX

•

CLOVEKDALI
FAHCT CALIFORNIA
FAMCV
SECTIONS

CAMEL CIGARETTES S pig. 27c
NORWEGIAN SMOKED SAR
DINES, in purt olive oil 3 lint 25c
SWEET-NUT MARGARIN
A( lieenttd rtorct only
lb 1 5c

PAN AMERICAN COFFEE,
Fresh roested .
lb 19c
UNDERWOODS CLAM
CHOWDER
large cm 25c
OAKITE

7 c*Jt 23c

CLOVERDALE
BETTER CRCCLHES 41 LOVi-PRICES

The Men
on t/ve •

Dead Mans Chest
Clifford
Raymond

Stanfon could not know whether
his own telegram had been received
or not. Nothing more was heard
from Roberts.
CHAPTER I.—During a frustrated
A week and then another went
“holdup” at the Dutch Mill, a fash
ionable Chicago night club, a patron
by. The Turner case evidently had
later identified as Dunn Clayton is
been folded up and filed away. Stan
■hot and killed. Lieutenant of Po
lice Stanton, investigating, questions
ton wrote to Mr. Darling and to the
a voluntary witness, calling hlm- young Mr. Turner.
•alf “Buck” Trembly. His testimony
la apparently straightforward.
The old gentleman In his reply
said he had not received a letter
CHAPTER II.—Stanton had known
Clayton ln France during the World
from Roberts and did not as yet
war, and is personally interested in
know where to send his December
the case. In Clayton’s pocket he had
found a note signed “Maisie,” mak
check. He presumed that in good
ing an appointment with the dead
time he would be informed.
man at the Dutch Mill. Stanton
does not believe the holdup men
In a few weeks more the routine
killed Clayton, and la inclined to
of police work put the Turner will
auspect Trembly.
case even further in the back
CHAPTER III.—At a Wisconsin
ground, although Stanton expected
winter camp a boisterous crowd is
that some day in some fashion I
gathered, including Preston Brown.
An apparent stranger arrives. Later,
some phase of the affair would retwo men, driving, appear to be deep
cur.
ly, though secretly, interested in the
party. The stranger leaves the camp
The recurrence came with a tele
in his car, and tha two men hear
that Preston Brown has been acci
phone call the afternoon of Janu- |
dently killed. They follow the
ary 7, getting the lieutenant at his
stranger’s car. passing it. A viaduct,
undergoing repairs, ia out, and one
desk. It was a woman's voice, and
of the two men removes the red
she, finding that she was talking
lanterns,
danger
signals.
The
stranger, in his car. goes over the
to the lieutenant, gave the impres
embankment. He is dead when found.
sion of being uncertain how best to
The lanterns are replaced In Brown s
papers Clayton’s name ia found and
get to what she wanted to say.
Stanton connects the two deaths. At
“I am about to ask you to call on i
his request he is assigned to the
case, recalls the names In connecme,” was what site did say after I
ths dead man, as he had suspected,
the Instant of hesitation.
ls Trembly.
Trembly had caused
Brown's dnath, aonareotlv an nonl- |
"Yes,” said the lieutenant.
dent, during a piayruz scucn.
“I am at the Drake,” she said. “My
CHAPTER IV.—A Vermont law
room is eight-eighteen.”
yer. John Whlttlesex. reading of ths
“Why do you want to see me?”
case, goes to Wisconsin, and finds
Stanton asked.
tion with an odd will he had been
asked to draw by a man named
“I am Mrs. Arthur Trembly,” she }
Turner. In the will Turner had be
said. “I am Maisie. It is in that }
queathed the interest on $6,000,000
to six men, Blair. Ashley. Roberts.
connection.”
Brown. Trembly, and Clayton, “old
friends ” By the will, the income, at
“I see,” said the lieutenant.
he death of each beneficiary, is to
"When do you want me to call':”
ds divided among ths rest. Turner's
"Now, if you can.”
son ls left a small Income, though at
the deaths of the six beneficiaries of
“I can.”
the will he is to inherit all. Turner
dies shortly after making the will.
He called the captain’s chauffeur
Whlttlesex suspects foul play ln the
and was driven to the hotel. A de
deaths of Clayton. Brown, and Trem
velopment with its origin in a vol
bly, inasmuch as their incomes are
added to those of the sur.ivors. and
unteer appearance of Maisie gave
writes to the Chicago police. Stanton
his Imagination a lively turn.
oes to Newburgh to interview Asa
arling. one of ths executors of the
At his ring of the bell the door
Will.
was opened by a handsome woman
CHAPTER V.—Darling tells Stan i of early middle age.
ton he believes Turner, knowing
"Lieutenant Stanton? Come in.
them well, wanted and expected the
six beneficiaries of the will to kill ; Take off your overcoat. That chair
one another, they having in the past i by the table is comfortable. There
injured him beyond forgiveness. The
will is his method of revenge. Stan : are cigarettes at your side.”
ton visits Turner’s son. The youth
She lighted one herself.
is contented and happy with his
"As I told you, lam Maisie. That
small Income.
' partly explains itself to you, I im
CHAPTER VI.—Roberts, one of
agine.”
the three survivors of the six cared
for by Turner’s will, visits Darling,
“Partly,” said the lieutenant.
greatly perturbed at the series of
"Enough to bring me here in a
deaths. He tells Stanton and Darling
that Blair and Ashley, supposed to i liurry. I’ve a good many things to
he abroad, are in this country. He
will not tell of his association with ■ ask you. You’re a long-overdue perTurner.
I son.”
"I suppose, but I have some things
CHAPTER VII.—Ashley and Blair
arrive at Mr. Darling’s abode. They
1 want to tell you first.”
feign uneasiness at their friends’
Stanton, looking at her, thought he
deaths, alleging they are placed in
an anomalous position, if not being 1 saw a woman of good mind and exactually suspected of complicity in | perience. The freshness of her good
the mysterious fatalities. They evade
Stanton’s questioning, though Ash
looks had passed but she had not
ley tells him “Maisie” is Mrs. Trem
tried to reclaim It with cosmetics.
bly, and leave the house. Roberts,
believing he is to be the fourth of
Consequently she still was goodTurner’s “friends” to die. places
looking.
himself under Stanton's protection.
“Why did you write that letter to
CHAPTER VIII.—At the hotel that ( Clayton?” Stanton asked.
night a stranger tries to enter the
“I didn’t," said Maisie, “and that’s
room occupied by Stanton and Rob
erts. and the latter is convinced he
the beginning of my deciding to talk
Is marked for death. Stanton and
to you. My late husband Arthur
Roberts leave for Chicago.
Buck Trembly wrote that letter. Ar
CHAPTER
IX.—Roberts
tella
thur’s only period in the penitenStanton something of the past his
'tiary was for not writing another
tories of Blair and Ashley. AccordI lng to bim they are sinister charac
person’^ signature quite well
ters.
enough. It taught him to do it bet
CHAPTER X.—Next morning Stan
ter when he did it at all. It was
ton finds Roberts got off the train at
too good for poor Dunn. I couldn’t
Elkhart, leaving no explanation.
Meeting Ashley ard Blair at the
be sure from reading the newspa
Chicago depot. Stanton brings them
pers whether you had the pleasure
before the state’s attorney. They
insist they know nothing of Rob
of meeting Buck that night.”
erts. The two men are not held.
“I did” said Stanton. “He gave
me the narrative of what hap
pened.”
CHAPTER XI
“Smooth, didn’t you think?”
“Very'. Did he shoot Dunn?”
Maisle.
“I never knew,” she said. “I think
WO days later Stanton had an
not. He put him there. He had
other telegram from Roberts,
some one else do the rest. What do
sent from Salt Lake City, and, as
you think?”
before, through the state’s attor
‘Til never be certain. I knew
ney’s office.
Du in. He didn’t need much of a
“So far so good.” It read.
chi neo but I guess he wasn’t given
“Thought you might like to know.
even that.”
I'll wire you before I take the final
"No he wasn’t. They used me
Jump-off.”
and Dunn's affection for me to kill
Stanton wished he could send him
him. He was the only square one
a warning. He still reasoned that
in the outfit. He was the only one
the situation rationalized itself only
Turner had no business including
for incredulity or the most thorough J ln tlie will. Dunn and I were on
going skepticism, but nevertheless
the square. He was square and I
three killings had to be conceded I had to be. He would come to me
and the survivors of the group were : anywhere if he got a note like that
not of gentler nurture and charac | and believed It was from roe. He
ter than the three who were dead. i probably thought I needed him.
It might be that the Incentive was j When Buck came in Dunn could sus
less, the deaths having doubled the
pect almost anything except prob
income of the living, and the risks
ably that I had not written the
were greater.
note. I’ll not believe he could have
With everything reasoned Stan
thought tliat I had betrayed him. I’ll
ton found he still considered Rob
not believe it I suppose he sat
erts ln danger. He could not warn
there quietly awaiting the next
him to avoid San Francisco. He
move and planning his own. He
might warn him to h» careful. A
had no chance.”
telegram sent in care of the tele
“Your husband” said Stanton.
graph company had an outside
“Buck. It wasn’t jealousy?”
chance of reaching him, a small one,
but a chance.
After writing several drafts, try
Florida’s Best Climate
ing not to alarm Roberts too much
More Sunshine
snd yet to put him on guard, the
Less Rain
lieutenant accepted the best he
Wonderful Place for
could do and sent a telegrnm read
Recuperation
ing: “B. and A. were held a few
hours here. They are traveling
west They spoke of San Franplsco.”
Superb fithing from pier
A week later the lieutenant had
or boat. Surf beach, no undertow. 18-bole golt, grass greens.
a telegram from Roberts:
Club house on the bearh. Swimming
ool 1OO rooms. 1OO baths. Orchestra,
“Adlos, Analco. Good luck. All
lot-daw patronage. Reasonable ratea.
set for the big Jump. A new life
» GEORGE KREAMER 4
and a merry one. No more from
I Sumnseri Wyandotte Hotel. Bellport. LL
me, Buenos noctea. Jt"
THE STORY
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Leadbetter of Stonington and Maggie
I opened the floor he stood in the
Monaghan of Clark Island.
hall and said tliat Dunn had heen
Camden. Dec. 6. William E. Jordan
killed in the Dutch Mill. He didn't
and Miss Georgina King.
Friendship, Dec. 12, Fred P. Colson ['
need then to tell me Buck had been
A review from the columns
and Miss Mabel F. Hahn. '
there. He said Buck had been held
of this paper of some of the
Deer Isle. Dec. 5, Arthur M. Scott i
by the police for a while and then
and Bessie Lowe.
happenings which interested
had gone away.”
Friendship. Dec. 4, George E.
“That’s where I was taking a
Rockland and vicinity in this
Springer of Eastbrook and Hattie Gil- j
hand without knowing what 1 was
month, 1906.
ley of Friendship.
doing,” said the lieutenant. “Well,
Deer Isle, Dec. 1. Otis E. Shepherd
I guess it didn’t make much differ
of Deer Isle and Cornelia Eaton of :
ence, except mix the sequences a
A group portrait of old time mer Stoningtonlittle.”
chants was attracting attention in a
Rockland. Dec . 16, Fred Harlow
“Blair said that Buck had killed Main street window. In the group Smith and Ella Wade.
Rockland. Dec. 15, Horace W. Hall !
Dunn and wanted to know where were Nathaniel Jones, Thomas Tate,
he had gone. He’d made a getaway, G W. Palmer. A. J.,Erskine, Timothy and Eliza E. Pendleton.
Rockland Dec. 15. George E. Gray \
Blair said, and he wanted to know Williams, S. H. Burpee, Cornelius
where I was to join Buck. Well, he Hanrahan. A. K. Spear. Hiram G. and Gena M. Rackliffe.
Warren, Dec. 18, Wendell A. Stud
had killed Dunn. I didn’t know Berry Israel Snow. Francis Cobb.
ley of Warren and Beulah A. Win- I
then that what Dunn thought was a Philo Thurston, Aaron Howes. John chenbach of Waldoboro.
Bird, C. G. Moffitt, John T. Berry,
letter from me had brought him Nathan Farwell. John P. Wise, HezeHaverhill, Mass.. Clifford Gordon |
there. I guess that wasn't neces kiah Wight, J. S. Willoughby. H. N. of Kennebunk and Rose M. Carr of
sary. Blair was looking eagerly nt Keene, John S. Case and A. S. Rice. Rockland.
me. I didn’t really know if Buck (How many do you recall. Mr.
Thomaston. Dec. 22. Enos S. Parks
had gone anywhere, but I thought Reader?!
of Thomaston and Abbie E. Mank of
of Preston Brown at Lac Vieux Des
Fred Huntley became driver of Jefferson.
Rockland. Dec. 22, Lucius Perry and
ert. Try Lac Vieux Desert. I told Americus Hook & Ladder Truck.
J. H. Wiggin went to Northeast Georgia P. Buswell.
him. Brown’s there, I said, and
Stonington. Dec. 4, Samuel J. T.
Harbor where he had employment
Buck may go there.
Sawyer and Lottie M. Thurlow.
in a drug store.
“That’s what I wanted to tell
Charles W. Winslow' went to Eagle
Greenland Village N. H., Dec. 20.
you,” ehe continued. “You may have Rock, Va., where he was to'be em Charles Albert Tolman of Ports
known something of it, but I sent ployed bv the Eagle Rock Lime Co.
mouth. N. H.. and May E. Nay of
Blair to Lac Vieux Desert, and I
Mrs. R. W. Bickford was elected Greenland Village.
wanted him, if he could, to kill Buck. president of the Auxiliary to the
Rockland. Dec. 27, Edwin C. Pat
terson and Gertrude A. Landers, both
I didn't know that he would find Y.M.C.A.
Patrons of the Rockland Postoffice of Hurricane.
him. If the panic was on I knew
Vinalhaven, Dec. 24. Willis G. Kos
the one I wanted killed after what were not too happy over increased
suth and Mamie A. Greene.
had happened at the - >utch Mill. box rates.
Port Clyde. Dec. 24. George A. Dav
Miriam Rebekah Lodge elected Mrs.
You'll ask why I’m telling this now.
Mary Eaton as noble grand.
and Miss Florence Thompson, both
That’s what you're thinking.”
The work of reconstructing the Dr. of St. George.
“Not primarily,” said Stanton. “I Addison R. Smith house into an Elks
Dover. N. H . Dec. 24 Edward Shaw
“When You’re Thirty-five You're wouldn’t ask you because I’d be Home was begun. A frame ell 24x55 of York and Ella M. Coggan of Union.
fairly sure you would tell without feet was also in progress Capt. C. A.
Looking at the Sunset.”
» # ♦ *
being asked. In my way I do a lot Crockett having charge of the base
Mrs.
Esther
Newbert was elected
rain. When you're thirty-five you're of guessing. My guess would be ment construction.
Mrs. Amanda Choate was elected president of William Payson Relief
looking at the sunset. Most wom that Blair succeeded Trembly witli
Corps. Warren.
en think they are before that. No,
you, and that he has tried to 1 cak president of Edwin Libby Relief
Robert Simmons was elected mas
Corps.
it was this will. I'll tell you what with you.”
The battleship Kansas was tried on ter of Mt. Pleasant Grange.
It was. It was a panic.”
“I suppose that would be simple the Rockland course
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S. of Camden
“Is Ashley in town?” the lieuten to understand,” she said bitterly,
Mayor Rodney I. Thompson was elected Mrs. Laura Ritterbush as
ant asked.
“and I guess you are right I sat confined to his home on Middle street worthy matron.
“Yes dear little Howard him in the hotel looking at mysffiif and by rheumatism.
Walter Grover was elected master
self.”
Eaton Blackington was elected cap- of Acorn Grange.
there wasn't much to see. Not ex
i
tain
of
the
High
School
football
team.
“And Blair?"
actly broke but the next thing to
The North Haven Free Library As
Woodbury M. Snow w'as in Boston sociation, narrowed to 11 members, I
“That I don't know. I'd presume it Buck on his way, alive or dead,
so if Roberts were alive but with so far as I was concerned. I, cer selecting furnishings for his new held its annual meeting and elected j
him dead I can’t tell. Howard will tainly never would live with a man j house boat Comrade.
George Lewis president.
Dr. J. C. Hill was elected com
tell me.”
Laura B. Sanborn was elected ma- ]
after I had put a killer on his track. mander of Ivanhoe Commandery,
“They got Roberts:” the lieuten I’m not that low. Dunn was dead. Golden Cross.
tron of Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S.,
ant exclaimed. “I thought he'd get My prospects weren't cheery. Blair
Governor Cobb ordered the dis Vinalhaven.
clear for a time at least.”
came hack. He looked like a pal to missal of the Sturgis deputies, the
John C. Hewett, a native of Hope,
“1 suppose they got him. Ail I me, I was that despondent. There's a new sheriffs elected in the counties who served in the Civil War. diedj
know is that when Ashley tele great deal of attraction about Blair. served by them being given a chance suddenly in Haverhill. Mass. He
was 82.
graphed me to come to Chicago he For some women he’s irresistible. to make good.
Charles K. McWhinnie was elected
Capt. Enoch Thompson, 68. died in:
said that Roberts had died in San I’ve got some self-control, maybe.
Francisco. How could I know? It He has manners when he wants to i venerable consul of Rockland Camp, Bath. He was a native of St. George.
Modern Woodman.
Mrs. Mathias Holland of Isle au j
might have been heart disease, an use them. He said Brown was dead.
A junior Y.M.C.A. ice polo team was
automobile or something else. It He smiled when I asked him about organized with Richard Fuller, Bige Haut engaged in a desperate battle
with a henhawk. Mrs. Holland was
didn’t make any noise, did it? No Buck. You know Buck’s finish.
low Healev, David Buffum. Parker the survivor.
police stuff?”
“I went with Blair. We went back Norcross. Charles Rose and Malcolm
The wind mill at Old Harbor Pond, I
"Nothing,” said the lieutenant,
to New York. I thought maybe the Smith as players.
Vinalhaven, was being demolished. I
“You see, this had been a panic panic would be over. There was
J. A. Richan was elected thrice It was erected 25 years previously by
from the beginning. You know what
only Roberts. Ashley and Blair left. illustrious master of King Hiram's the Bodwell Granite Co. to supply;
I mean. Like people smelling smoke Roberts wouldn't hurt anyone. Ash Council. R.S M.
water at the Sands Quarry.
Capt. William P. Hurley was elect
ln a theater and sitting there won ley and Blair seemed to like each
Leroy Allen was at his South ’
ed
commander
of
Edwin
Libby
Post.
dering if they can trust one another other. The three of them had sixty
Thomaston home for the winter. He
G.A.R.
not to break for the exit Then
thousand each. That was too mucli
George E. Nash of Camden was was a silver miner in Colorado.
'all of a sudden they all break be for Blair and Ashley. It gave them elected master of Knox Pomona
A lodge of Pythian Sisters was or- ,
cause each thinks the other is go what they needed, but didn't give Grange.
ganized in Camden, with Mrs. Kate j
ing to. You understand what I
them anything to do. They needed
Wilbur S. Cross was elected com Sobel at the head.
mean? A panic. These fellows
to get it by going after It. That’s mander of Anderson Camp. S. of V.
Alexander Kalloch's residence at
coald have gone along with what
Adella F. Veazie was elected mas Wiley's Corner was destroyed by fire j
i heir nature. There never was
they had. Thirty thousand isn’t so
and its only occupant. Mr. Kalloch. 91 i
enough action In gambling for them, ter of Pleasant Valley Grange.
Arthur J. Titus was elected presi years of age. would probably have
bad, hut they couldn’t trust one an
not enough to interest them for any
dent of Knox Aerie of Eagles.
perished but for the discovery of the
other, none except Dunn Clayton.
time. Asliley occasionally liked to
The theft of copper bonds from fire by Frank Gardner, driver of the I
He was the white man. He was
show the professionals a few tricks, the Crescent Beach line led to sev accommodation. There was no insur- !
also the most dangerous one. That’s
but it didn't satisfy him. When tile eral arrests.
ance.
why he was the first to go when
stories of the Turner will and of
Battleship Vermont averaged 18U
Col. Charles H. Lewis, Civil War}
the instinct of self-preservation got
Clayton, Buck and Brown were knots during her trial on the Rock veteran, and known as the man who I
to working. A panic, and Blair and
printed it amused them, but I be land course.
developed Sorrento, died in Camden,
Buck got the jump on the others."
Rev. Dr. W. S. Roberts, former pas aged 69.
lieve it set them after Roberts, and
tor
of
the
First
Baptist
Church,
died
they knew, I guess, If they got him,
“Did your husband talk to you
F. A. Grindle was elected com
they'd have to fight it out between in Connecticut.
mander of De Valois commandery,
nbout it?” Stanton asked.
Capt.
Zenas
Shaw,
who
had
sailed
themselves.
“Not in so many words. He didn’t
out of this port 60 years, died at his K. T„ at Vinalhaven.
“As you know. I am getting even home on Holmes street.
say he was going hunting for them.
Everett Beverage. Elisha F. Brown
with Blair. I’ve told you what I
He harped on what the others were
John L. Donohue, manager of the and Owen Quinn of North Haven had
know. You have nothing on Ashley, Thorndike Hotel, returned from a an uncomfortable and perilous ex
likely to do. Either nervous or ali
but maybe you can get something trip abroad, in the course of which he perience at Oak Island, when their
biing himself. Talked about getting
on Blair. I sent him to Lac Vieux. lvas guest for a week at the home of dory went adrift while they were
away to some out-of-the-way place
You know what happened up there.” Joseph Paladino. In Peris many duck hunting. The temperature was
in Europe where the mere appear
“I'm afraid there's still no case," courtesies wer» extended to him by far below zero and the men had
ance of any of the other five would
neither food nor water. They man
said Stanton. "We know the story, Charles Dana Gibson.
make a case of self-defense if you
A. Cutler Andrews, for 19 years ned to make a poor fire with drift
but there's no proof. Blair’s law
shot him on sight I could see Buckwood. The mishap occurred on a
yers would laugh at us. But there’s head clerk for Cobb. Wight <fc Co., Friday afternoon, and they were not
living in an out-of-the-way place in
(then Francis Cobb & Co.) died at h1s
Roberts. Now, if he’s dead, how home on Suffolk street, aged 47.
Europe. And I told him if he was
rescued until Saturday forenoon,
was it done? There may be some
going to kill anyone in that kind of
Charles Chaoin. son of Rev. E. H. after their presence on the island had
thing.”
self-defense he'd better do his stuff
Chanin, joined the staff of the Bos been discovered from the highest
point of land on North Haven. The
“I'll know tonight,” she said. "If ton Transcript.
in the United States, where they
you want me to I'll plant Asliley
Mrs. O. J. Conant sold the Kelsey rescuers were Fred Carver, Ellington
understood it. Imagine a gendarme
where you can hear the story he house on Camden street to George Carver. Llewellyn Blackington and
patting a boy on the back who had
Ira Whitmore.
Britto.
tells."
just popped off an Innocent visitor
Edward Brown was being congratu
Local newspaper circles were en
“Thanks," said the lieutenant,
in their midst. Buck decided to be
livened bv the activities of Carl Mo lated upon his reappointment as post
“that won't be necessary.”
true to his own institutions.”
master at Thomaston.
The telephone rang.
Maisie ran. as editor of the Rockland Meteor.
“You and Buck were not living
A. F. Dunton of Hone killed a six
Arthur Sullivan was employed as
looked
at
the
lieutenant.
ln Chicago?”
head bellman in Hotel Havelin, Cin months’ pig weighing 285 pounds.
"There's no one that can possibly cinnati.
“Oh, my lord, no. In New York.
Camden Congregationalists dedi
be hut Ashley?’ she said.
We knew Dunn was here. It was
Albert I. Mather was elected com cated their new chapel.
She went to the telephone.
Svlvester B Hahn. 71. a well known
mander of Claremont Command
Buck’s excuse that he had to see
blacksmith, died in Thomaston. ,
“Yes,” she said, taking the re ery, K. T.
some men here and then we’d go
Hervey Allen, night operator at the
ceiver. "Yes. All right. Come up."
to Miami. He knew Brown fished
central telephone office in Camden
These births were recorded:
“Shall I leave you?" Stanton
and hunted from the Lac Vieux Des
Fall River. Mass.. Dec. 7, to Mr. and encountered a live wire while assist
asked.
ert lodge.”
ing a lineman and fell 20 feet from
Mrs. Jefferson Borden, Jr., a son.
“
No,"
she
said.
“
Stay
here.
Ash

“The other three were in Eu
a pole, striking the iron railing of the
Appleton.
Dec.
5,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ley’s a sociable creature. He’ll be
rope?”
Washington street bridge. No bones
Albert Fish, a daughter. •
glad to find company.”
“They were not They had heen,
Rockland. Dec. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. were broken.
but they had come back to New
Howard Leland resigned as clerk at
A. W. McCurdv. a daughter.
TO BE CONTINUED
York. That’s what started the
Waldoboro. Dec. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. the Camden Postoffice, and was suc
ceeded bv George Conant.
Alden J. Waltz a son.
panic.”
Tire Waldoboro Brass Band dis
Waldoboro. Dec. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
“In September?"
Lewis Levensaler, a son.
banded.
“Lord, no. Back in August.”
Rockland, Dec. 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
"I’m too credulous,” said the lieu
One reason whv public men are
C. Jackson, a son—Lendon C. Jr.
► EMBALMING < L. Northfield.
tenant "I’m childlike.”
Vt„ Dec. 15, to Mr. and rather timid about raising taxes is
“Maybe,” said the lady. “Any one
that thev don’t know how much nf
*eOTOR AM BULAN a Mrs. M. F. Calderwood, a son.
who believed any of them, except
Rockland. Dec. 15. to Mr. and Mrs. something else the voters will raise,
Dunn, on anything, would he. Buck
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully George Andrews, a son.
if thev do.—Boston Herald.
served the families of Knox County
had me completely deceived in com
Rockland Dec. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
ing out here. You can see plainly
LADY ATTENDANT
Samuel J. Mayo, a daughter—Flor
ence.
afterward, but I didn’t know then
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Rockland. Dec. 20, to Rev. and Mrs.
that the panic was on. Dunn, of
B. S. Fifield, a son.
BURPEE’S
course, didn't know that it was. but
Stonington, Dec. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
the others were always afraid of
ROCKLAND, ME.
Simeon Dow, a son.
him. I suppose the plot in their
Stonington, Dec. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
minds was this—if Dunn Clayton
Don’t Neglect Kidney and
Eugene H. Spofford, a daughter.
saw that it was winners take all
Bladder Irregularities
Stonington. Dec. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
and coffins for the losers, they were
Clvde H. Reynolds, a son.
If
bothered with bladder ir
all gone. Blair and Ashley must
Waldoboro Dec. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
regularities, getting up at night
have had the same idea. They fol
John
W.
Richardson,
a
son.
with an
that counts
and nagging backache, heed
Waldoboro, Dec. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
lowed us out here. We weren’t hard
------ ||-------promptly these symptoms.
CARS
John
N.
Kuhn,
a
daughter.
to find. We were registered at the
They may warn of some dis
Charlotte. N. C„ Dec. 18, to Mr. and
Sherman. What was the night Dunn
ordered kidney or bladder con
Mrs. Fred Glover, a son.
was killed? Saturday, wasn’t It?”
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. Fastham. Mass., Dec. 24, to Mr. and
dition. For 50 years grateful
“September 29,” said the lieuten 689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250 Mrs. William F. Knowles, a son.
users have relied upon Doan’s
ant.
ROCKLAND
• • « •
Pills. Praised the country over.
“Well, call it Saturday or Sunday
56-tf
Sold by all druggists
The marriages for this period were:
morning. It was about one o'clock
Rockland. Dec. 5. Willis A. Favreau
when the telephone in my room
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
and Blanche Dunn.
rang, and it was Blair calling. He
STEAMBOAT CO.
Portland. Ore.. Nov. 21, Harry R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Jackson, formerly of Rockland and
asked if he could come up. I said
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 Isabella Sharp of Seattle. Wash.
certainly not. He said It was Im A M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Rockland, Dec.’ 5. Everett W.
portant. I’d better see him at the Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
about 9.30.
Humphrey of Rockland and Bertha
door anyway. It was about Dunn, land
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
he said. Something scared me. You Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston E. Ludwig of Hope.
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan'a
Rockland, Dec. 13. Augustus Smith.
know how a quality gets into the Island about 6 00 P M.
Jr., and Cathleen Lonsdale.
B
H.
STINSON,
General
Agent.
voice. I Jold him to come up. When
Clark Island. Dec. 24. Maurice W.
140-tf

“Not a chance, lie was one of
two people who knew I hndn't
written the letter. I was the other."
"But his trick got a rise.”
“He knew It would, but he knew
Dunn was square. And Jealous?
Stanton, if I could laugh I would. M.v
tender Buck was not of a Jealous
nature. I don't know why he didu’t
tell me to chase myself and get a
divorce. And I don't know why I
didn’t do it without being told. Still
we got along. You know. It was
what they call respectable. An old
hen would rather be in out of the

25 YEARS AGO
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL
1-An insect
5-To strike with the
open hand
9-A kind of rock used
to cover a roof
10-Anxious
12- End
13- High playing card
15- Anger
16- Member of ancient
Arabian race
17- Goddess of the sea
(Norse Myth.)
18- A mountain in
Thessaly
- (Gr. Myth.)
20-Metric land measure
£1-Over (Poet.)
22-A gull-like bird
24-lmaginary evil
spirit
26- Prefix. Against
27- A grain
28-Tavern
29- To grasp rudely
32-Pronoun
34-Seize
38-Organ of hearing

35

34

mT

M3

Mb’

M5
MB

1$

ia

23 11 pr

J

15

J
zT J

17

22

II
1
1

14

20

•

6

5

53
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
39- Contalner for coal
40- Fatigue
42-Hasten
44- Female of the red
deer
45- Ocean
46- Vase with a foot
47- Lyric poem
48- City of Germany
50-Demons fabled to
devour human
beings
52- A canvas covering
53- Male descendants

VERTICAL (Cont)
9-A cubic unit of
metric measure
11-To set sgsln
14-Composed
16-Tangle
19-S. W. State of U. S.
(abbr.)
23- The head
(Humorous)
24- Pronoun
,
25- A pastry
26- Emmet
,
29- Obtain
30- Lift
31- Restrain
33-Any one inheriting
VERTICAL
from a deceased
person
35- A waits
1- A motorless
36- Combining form.
aeroplane
Move
2- Back of neck
37- Final
3- Pre position
41- Comfort
i
4- Rend
42- Search
5- Observed
43- Seaport of Greece
6- Musical note
44- Antler
7- Exchange premium 49-Printer's measure
8-An individual
51-Depart
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

“Out on the farm, where men
are men.
The women—wives,
aunts,
nieces
Understand that a male may be
kept in hand
By cutting: big pies in four
pieces.”

fc !■

Dishes by Famous Cooks

PORT CLYDE

S MACARONI, spaghetti and

Mrs. Maud Anthony is spending a
noodles are all such popular few weeks In Tenant’s Harbor,
A
foods and take the place In a meal*
Aljce Trussell has been 111, but
of other starchy foods such as po- \ now convalescent
tatoes, we enjoy a few new ways , ^rs.
coffin and son Joseph
of preparing such dishes.
|
Cambridge. Mass., for a few
Rector's Spaghetti and Chicken weekS
Salad. Take one-half pound of elAndrew Breen and family have
bow spaghetti, two cupfuls of diced moved into their new home.
chicken, one cupful of chopped
Rev. Milton Kerr and Rev. F. W.
celery, one tablespoonful of onion, Barton of Tenant’s Harbor are con
one teaspoonful of salt, one-haif ducting evangelistic services at the
cupful of mayonnaise, two table- Baptist Church every evening this
spoonfuls of dropped green pepper, week, executing Saturday.
one tablespoonful of pimiento or
There will be a baked bean supper
minced red pepper, one tablespoon at the library Wednesday night, be
ful of capers, lettuce or watercress. ginning at 5 o'clock. The funds are
Cook the spaghetti until tender. to he used to pav for the street lights.
Drain and chill. A(ld the remain Everyone is invited to help in this
ing ingredients and mix lightly.
cause.
Serve on lettuce or cress with gol good
Puritan Rebekah Lodge has post
den rod sauce, which Is made by poned its joke tree on account of the
rubbing several hard cooked eggs Masonic installation which will be
through a sieve. Salmon or tuna held Jan. 14. A date will be set later
may be useu in place of chicken. ,
the tree.
Schneider’s Deutschlander Noo forMrs.
Warren Philbrook ls ill.
dle®.—Cook five ounces of egg noo
Miss Ivy Falla spent Sunday in
dles until tender, prepare a cream
sauce with two tablespoonfuls each Port Clyde.
of butter and flour, one cupful of
The fact that Wales and his
milk. Add one egg and one-half mother
have colds proves that we
pound of dried beef, cook slowly for have something in common with
twenty minutes, or bake for thirty royalty after all.—The Pathfinder.
minutes. Serve with nudel sauce,
which ls made by adding grated
Italian cheese to chopped green
peppers and blending well. This
recipe may be used with maearino
or spaghetti. Serves four liberally.
Liver With Noodles.—Take five
ounces of noodles, cook until ten
fler ln boiling salted water. Drain.
Line a casserole with them and spt
aside to become firm. Cut a pound
Uncle Sam
of liver ln slices and scald in a
cupful of boiling water. Drain and
Mother Goose
cut fine. Fry a carrot and onion
in three tablespoonfuls of bacon
Annie Laurie
fat, using one-half cupful of onion
and one-fourth of a cupful nf
chopped cooked carrot. Add three
Sherlock Holmes
tablespoonfuls of flour, when brows
add one and one-half cupfuls of
Brother Jonathan
soup stock and the liver. Season
well, cook until thick, pour Into tiro
Mother Machree
casserole, cover with crumbs and
brown.
Little LordFauntleroy
For variations or Trench dress
ing, add a few tablespoonfuls of
were real persons?
finely mashed roquefort cheese,
beat well and serve on head let
tuce.
If you want to know who
For added flavors, a bit of chili
sauce, Worcestershire sauce, horse
they were — and many
radish, chopped pickles, olives, pep
pers, green onion, pimiento, celery,
other famous characters
parsley, chives, garlic, all may he
in fiction and symbolical
used in groups to add variety. To
vary the mayonnaise, add chopped
figures — watch for the
green and red pepper, catsup, chili
sauce, capers.
new series
For a russian dressing: To hair
cupful of uncooked mayonnnise add
one-half cupful of chill sauce, two
tablespoonfuls of catsup, and onefourth of a cupful of whipped
cream.

Did you know
that:

(©. 1M1, Western Newspaper Union.)

Former Virginia Girl
Now “Queen” of France
Paris.— The wife of Prince
Charles Philippe, formerly Peggy
Watson of Richmond, Va., is now
the “pretending queen” of France
through the death of Prince Charles'
father, the duke of Verdome. The
prince Is now head of the Bo -,
bon family of France and preteiuF
er to the defunct French throne.

Who was
Who?

By Louise M. Comstock

These articles will appear '

soon in

The Courier-Gazette
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3 things to stop a cold

Page Five

SWAN'S ISLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sprague have L
recently moved into Mrs. Etta Stan
"Pape's" does them all!
ley’s house.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Joyce are J
housekeeping in Mrs. Lilia Moulden’s
Now, just a pleasant tablet and relief that achy, feverish, weak feeling
home. Their friends extend to them !
tor your cold begins, instantly. And which is due to inactivity of the pores.
best wishes for many years of happi- i
rape’s Cold Compound relieves all ‘Tape’s” kills cold germs; opens
ness.
symptoms of colds. It does the the bowels; takes germs and the
three things any doctor will tell you ahid-wastes of colds right out of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Trask en
are necessary to check a cold.
tertained members of the Methodist 1
your system.
“Pape’s” reduces irritation and
choir with their annual Christmas,
Next time a cold starts, try Pape’s
swelling of the nasal lining. So Cold Compound and learn the reason
tree, and the occasion also proved to j
breathing becomes easy; discharge for its tremendous sales and popu
be a surprise birthday party for Miss !
stops; the head dears. “Pape’s” larity. Just remember the name,
Luella Holmes. She was presented
encourages perspiration; banishes “Pape’s”. All drugstores—36c.
with a handsome birthday cake and a
I
purse of money. Each member of
the choir and guests also received a
—*■-------------------------------------------------------gift. Ice cream, cake and coffee were
I
CLARRY HILL
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
served. Those present were Mr. and
—
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
The days have increased 14 minutes; ’ Mrs. Cleveland Trask, Mr. and Mrs ,
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises thf seed books, wall paper books and i Everett Gross, Mr. and Mrs. Gerland
when
tht chicken catalogues are beginning Newman, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis But
man, Mrs. Charles Rowe, Mr. and Mrs.
to larrive. ’“It is almost spring.
METHYL BALM
W J. Smith is gaining slowly from : Frank Bridges, Mrs. Nelson Morse,!
will bring almost instant relief?
Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge, Mr. and Mrs
hi$ recent illness.
W. C. Osgood, Miss Luella Holmes, )
A scientifically compounded ex
Roland
Miller
and
Walter
Feyler
Miss Fanny Ames and Katberyn Os- !
ternal application that should be
wefe in Rockland last week on busi good.
in every home. Sold only at
ness.
Mrs. Frank Bridges entertained at
Miss Mary Anderson of Rockland bridge last week, honors going to Lu- I
Johnston’s Drug Store
recently visited at the home of Mr. ella Holmes and Laura Stinson. Re
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLANU
and Mrs. Frederick Walker.
freshments were served.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Miss Sadie Kelley spent a few days
The Methodist ladies' aid will meet I
75 cents
last week with Mrs. Clara Whitney Jan. 15 with Mrs. Frank Bridges,
62-tf
in North Warren.
president of the society.
I frank Jameson has been helping
Owing to ill health Orin Milan has J
Walter Feyler threshing beans.
been obliged to give up the service of j
Gilchrest
Foster Mank and family of North lightkeeper at Hockamock Head
Monumental Works Waldoboro visited relatives in this Light, which position he has held for '
place recently.
over 30 years. Mr. and Mrs. Milan
Main Stroot
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and will soon move into their new home
Thomaston, Malna
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS daughter Phyllis of Warren spent last recently purchased of Mrs. Rilla
Sunday here, guests of his grand Jovce. A new keeper will be on dutv
Tslaphons Connection
mother, Mrs. Sarah Jameson.
Feb. 1.

WARTIME VESSELS
AWAIT GRAVEYARD

New Orleans.—Anchored In mud
and rusting into decay as they face
an abandoned old age, 56 steel ships,
part of a once. mighty fleet that
bad a direct bearing on the ending
of the World war, lie in the Mississippi river here.
The ships, designated by a sign
board as the “U. S. Laldup Fleet,”
were part of the bridge of vessels
tliat America rushed to completion
near the close of the war. They
were to have been used to transport 2.000,000 more American sol
diers to foreign soil; to carry food
stuffs and munitions to the great
est expeditionary force In the his
tory of the world.
After the armistice the fleet
quickly was turned to carrying
foodstuffs to stricken European
countries, and returned unused
munitions to the United States. For
eign tonnage mostly was destroyed
in the war and this reserve fleet
gave America unchallenged su
premacy of the sea. American wheat
and cotton was moved to all ports
of the world. America was independent and wealthy.
Soon foreign ships began to ap
pear agaiti and trade began to
slacken, so the less desirable of the
American ships were laid up. Some
were sold and transferred to serv
ice under foreign flags. The su
perior craft were left in the serv
ice, but the weaker ones were sent
to "marine graveyards,” to be
stripped.
Many of the vessels here have
been partly stripped.
A lone
wutchman rules supreme on .each,
lint he guards his charge even from
cameramen, who might reveal the
condition of the boats. Some of the
ships easily might be reconditioned.

I

TH ROAT
There's a world of winter comfort in Bayer Aspirin tablets. If

I

you take them only to break-up colds, you know only half
the story. Three tablets crushed in a little water will relieve
the sorest throat with one good gargle. That's what the
specialists use in cases of sore throat. That’s what you

ought to use at home—every time you want throat comfort

I
1
I

and protection from infection. Remember, every case of

felt. Take a couple of tablets for that headache that comes

ere
SomeWomen
... who don’t care what
they pay and others who
are not particular about
quality.
It is an indication that
you appreciate Quality
Foods at a sub
stantial saving
when you trade
at a Nationwide
Store

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
SPECIALS—WEEK OF JANUARY 11

Nation
Wide
Orange Pekoe Tea
Half Pound

Formosa Tea
1 lalf Pound

26c

01 Nation
■iiTT, 1

Wide

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI
Elbow Macaroni

3

Nation
Wide

PACKAGES

25

COFFEE
PER

pound

Black Palm Pitted Dates

Mother’s Oats

CALO

CAT or DOG

With

LARGE PKG.

Crystalware

FOOD

PER PKG.

2

1-LB. CANS

21‘
29*

25*

assist *-i=x2:

2

BIRD’S Cranberry Beans
GOLD MEDAL

CAKE FLOUR

2

SUNNY
MONDAY

SOAP
8

bar?Z5c

CANS

SUNSHINE
KRISPY
CRACKERS
I-Lb. Pkg.

2-Lb. Pkg.

17‘ 51c

YOU KNOW THE OWNER

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

chor in Mississippi.

sore throat. Gargle with Bayer Aspirin at the first tickling
. j L ». .O

MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel

56 Ship* Are Rusting at An

tonsilitis began with just a sore throat! Don't neglect any
ROvkL , .

FLORIDA

with a cold—for neuralgia, neuritis, or similar pain. If it's
genuine Bayer, it can't hurt the heart.

BAYER-” ASPIRIN
VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Williams re
turned Friday from Boston where
they spent the holidays with their
daughter Mrs. Frank Donovan.
Curtis and Kenneth Webster re
turned Monday from Camden where
they attended the installation of Po
mona and Megunticook Granges.
Pleasant River Grange will hold
installation next Friday with D. A.
Gross installing officer. The cere
monies will be private and followed
by a scallop stew and dancing.
Moses Webster Lodge will hold reg- ■
ular meeting tonight, with work on j
The Glory of Chartrrs
the M. M. degree.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar expects to I To visit France and not visit the
leave this week for Rockland where j great Gothic Cathedral at Chartres,
is even for a modern tourist who is
she will spend the winter months.
Union Church Circle will serve it' not in love with church architecture,
usual supper Thursday at 5.30 p. m. a lapse which will subject him to ridi
Mrs. Irving Fifield has returned cule. High above the red /dots of
the town, it cannot be missed. It was
from a few days' visit in Rockland.
Installation of Marguerite Chapter, founded as early as the 3rd century
O E.S., will be held Jan. 18, with sup on the site of a Druid sanctuary, but
the present edifice was rebuilt in the
per.
News was received recently of the : 13th Century; it has a triple west
birth of a daughter (Mary Anni born portal of the 12th Century, orna
Dec. 31. to Mr. and Mrs. Horace mented with a hundred statues. Its
vast immensity, harmony of design,
Carver at Wichita. Kansas.
Miss Dori? Clifford is spending the its stained glass and rose windows
week in Rockland, guest of Miss Mar make it one of the Gothic gems of the
world. The side portals are models of j
garet Simmons.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins will entertain sculptural beauty and are more
the Sewing Club at her home tonight. elaborately decorated with large and
Undertaker W. Y. Fossett was in small statues tharf even the main en
Rockland Saturday and accompanied trance.
to Vinalhaven thf body of Eugene
Sanders, who died in Bluehill. Inter
WALDOBORO
ment was in Ocean View cemetery.
With smiling faces and cheers our
Mrs. Cora Nash has returned from
Girl Scout basketball team arrived Brockton, Mass., where she has been
Saturday morning from Stonington for several months the guest of her
where they played the high school daughter. Mrs. Chester Peterson.
team Friday night, the score being
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses has been a
36 to 7 in favor of Vinalhaven. The recent guest of Mrs. Sidney Qarter in
lineup: Nathalie Smith and Mary Friendship.
Osgood, forwards; Elizabeth Gray and
Mrs. John T. Gay was in Portland
Elsie Homquist. guards; Cecile Co- last week.
lumb, side center: Elizabeth Clayter.
An exciting basketball game in the
center. Substitutes. Cleo Drew and Medomak Athletic hall between the
Jennie Tuomi; coach. Miss Doris Clif South Bristol boys and the High
ford. Special mention is made of School boys resulted in a victory of
Marv psgood who scored 18 of the 13-8 for the local team. The girls
total points Excellent guarding and won over the Alumni team in a stren
pass work kept down the score ol uous battle.
William Doe of Weeks' Mills is the
the opponents. It was a hard fought
guest of his cousin. Mrs. Jennie Ben- ,
game by both teams.
Those who had the pleasure of ner of Kaler's Corner.
An attractive booklet setting forth
hearing Avis Johnson of Sanford when
she sang in Pori, and, broadcasting the advantages of the Highland Pines
over WCSH at 4 p m. Saturday, are Inn, Southern Pines. N. C.. as a win- [
much interested in what the future ter resort, recalls the success of a
has in store for her. She is but 15 Waldoboro man Andrew I. Creamer.'
and a junior in high school. Her who with his partner Millard Turner, |
sweet young voice came over the air also well known in town, have operat- '
and showed much musical ability in ed this fine hotel from its beeinning.
her rendering of “L'Amour—Toujours The many friends of Messrs. Creamer
L'Amour” and “Crying Water." She and Turner are always pleased to re
was accompanied on the piano by her ceive their annual greetings and to
mother. Mrs. Harold Johnson. Miss knowk of their steadily growing suc
Avis has spent much time in Vinal cess.
Charles Rowe, president of the
haven. guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.
Fossett and has many friends in town Board of Trade, announces that or
ganization will be glad to attend to
who enjoyed the broadcast.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Swears the distributing of clothing to persons
who need it. if word is left with him
have moved to East Main street.
Regular meeting of Ocean Bound by those who have such articles on
Rebekah Lodge will be held tonight. hand. Mr. Rowe does not wish the
clothing delivered to him. onlv notice
There will be an entertainment.
Mrs. Anna Coombs Paulitz who of such being available, so that it mav
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. be listed and called for as the need
Sidney Winslow, returned Saturday arises. It is hoped that local people
will cooperate with the Board of
to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Young of Port Trade in this very worthy work in I
land are guests of his parents, Mr. which the members are willing to
assist.
and Mrs. Jason Young, High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Macauley of
Boothbay arrived Friday and are
visiting Mr and Mrs. Allston Roberts.

* ♦ * »

Hall-Wetmore
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence E. Hall Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock, the marriage of their son
Alfred S. Hall and Miss Julia A. Wet
more was solemnized. Rev. P. J. Clif
ford. pastor of Union Church, per
formed the single ring ceremony in
the presence of the family and im
mediate friends. The bride is the
daughter of Warren Wetmore of Gale
ton. Pa. The couple were unattended.
The head of the University of
Tokyo asserts that the Japanese sol
diers are the servants of civilization.
Thev certainly seem out tot break
China.—Dublin Opinion.

Tf the nursing they need is any
index, practically all industries are
infant industries nowadays—Arkan
sas Gazette.

DO YOU HAVE
COMPLEXION
DEFECTS?

Pimples, clogged pores, redness,
roughness, dryness. Then try the
Resinol treatment—Resinol Soap
to cleanse and reduce the pores—
Resinol Ointment to clear away
the pimples, roughness, and dry
ness. The treatment that has
changed many an ugly skin to one
that is clear and velvety. Don’t
wait until you have eczema, ring
worm, or any other serious dis
order. Try Resinol today.
BOOKLET FREE: Write Resinol,
Department 30, Baltimore, Md.,
for your copy of “Skin Treatment
for Health and Beauty.”

Find Colored Lights
Soothe Jangled Nerves

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second St. and First Ave.

Booklet
RATES: (European)
Single $2 50 to $8 00 dally
on
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Application

i

44»o45s»«-

ROY MOULTON

atSthAva.N.Y,

Manager

Include
VENICE, FLORIDA

Jn jour vacation plans:
On the Gulf of Mexico, 80 miles south
of Tampa on the Tamiami Motor Trail.
Golf — Fishing — Bathing.
HOTEL

SI

own farm served every day.

Radical reductions in rates;
American Plan $ 9.00 Daily Double
American Plan $50.00 Weekly Double

MARCO

SAN

All rooms with private bath, twin beds,
steam heat,
$ 2.50 Daily Double
$14.00 Weekly Double

Popular priced restaurant maintained.
An economical way of spending the win

ter in the tropics.

famous

Horida'i

On Biscayne Bay

MIAMI, FLORIDA

A

Sixteen floors of luxurious comfort
where modern appointments and

Tel. 915-M

ample measure ol happiness to

Convenient to every

smart living.

X

important attraction in the greater

X
X

Miami area.
4 r

<

<
«

Rockland
139*60

<
•

<

<

iv/

Luropean or American Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

<

Biscayne Room
Dining nalon de
luxe. Rendexvoua
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
H overlooking ms-

rayne Bay. Bay:

theAttantieOeean.

1 condition for his long life on the
I track when he got down from the
Death of Edward Ireland, Widely ! sulky in his last heat, last year. In
recent years he had been in the
Known Trainer. Driver and Judge
judges’ stand at times.
None of the drivers of his day had
Edward B. Ireland, long one of the a better reputation as a square sportsi man and he had friends everywhere.
best known harness horse trainers
and drivers in the cast, died at his
home In Stetson recently, aged 70.
In the passing of “Ed" Ireland, the
Maine turf loses one of its most fa
miliar figures. Handling horses had
been his occupation since a young
man and he campaigned a string in ;
the season of 1930. Last May he was
stricken with a shock and had been I
in impaired condition since.
He had driven hundreds of trotters
and pacers on probably every track
in Maine, both tor owners and some '
of his own. had hur.g up. many fast
miles for the book, had been in nu
merous spills and more or less hurt1
but was in remarkable good physical I
DRIVEN LAST RACE

DENTIST
302 Main St

thoughtful service contribute a more

X

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

in

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

Two Couple* Wed
‘f.
in Four Minutes $
X
ThePas, Man.—What Is
thought to be a new world's Y
X recordfor quick marriages

•

dwells

Booklet sent free

Nickle-a-Month Rent

J*

sunshine

Venice.

Duluth, Minn.—William Winak. a
fifty-four-year-old hermit living in a
shack on the outskirts of Duluth,
pays flve cents a month for his
“home." He rented the one-mom
building from a friend and agreed
to pay GO cents annually.

X

HOTEL

(under same management—
European Plan)

Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania
lias come to the defense of the hem
lock, the official state tree, with the
declaration that sap from the for
est king Is not poisonous. "The
Athenian philosopher, Socrates, who
drank brew of hemlock, did not
drink the sap from a hemlock tree
but the fatal Infusion of a plant
called the hemlock, n herb related
to our wild carrot." the forestry de
partment said. “Anoth«»r point con
sidered of Interest to students Is
the derivation of the scientific name
of the hemlock, Tsuga Canadesls.
Tsngn Is not of Indian origin, as
many people suppose; It Is Jap
anese.”

J*

VIEW

PARK

Spanish style, new, each room with pri
vate bath, twin beds and steam heat.
Fresh fish from the Gulf also vegetables,
poultry, fruit and strawberries from our

Pennsylvania Defend*
Official Tree’s Repute

X was created recently on the
Hudson Bay railway when
X Archdeacon Faries of the
Anglican church,
passing
X through station Mile 214 on
the Canadian National rail
X ways’ way freight, performed
y n double wedding in slightly
X less than four minutes.
X All arrangements were
y made by wire, for the cereX monies had to be performed
-j- during tlie short time the
X train stopped. When tlie
i"
train arrived the archdeacon
put the question to the two
couples in machine-gun fashA Ion. There is no time for
X hesitation In a wedding serv
X ice on the Hudson Buy line.
X where there may not be an
•!• ottier minister along for
X lliree months.

Hotel

lou’ll enjoy stopping at
Una ullra-mouern Hotel,
Located “a step limn
Broadway”, overlooking
v ot ’<1-renown Times
(square. The city a most
interesting places, thea
tres, smart shops, busi
ness .-enters are ali near
by 1 1 OO outside rooms,
each with a private bulb
(tub anil shower), a radio
and servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.
aust-Lt.
oucuct
it i - «t5-Mtt

Paris.—The use of colored lights
to soothe jangled nerves and In
sane minds has just been recom
mended here by psychologists at
tending tlie International psycho
therapeutic congress.
Blue was described as the best
color to induce a cool, calm, calcu
lating state of mind, while red was
advised for those in need of stimu
lation. A green background was
said to be the best for prolonged
tranquility. Black was banned as
having a depressing effect upon the
mind.
The practicability of decorating
offices In colors that would best suit
the mentality of the business men
concerned was discussed. It was
suggested that asylums should have
different colored rooms for different
states of neurotic minds. Prison life
would be less dismal, It was said, If
the walls and bars were painted
green or blue.
Dr. Jean Potheau of Nice told how
many thermal resorts in France are
utilizing the action of varicolored
rays.

A

(jnfw »
October)
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THOMASTON
A team from Arcana Lodge, K.P. will
go to Friendship Friday night to do
the floor work at the installation of
officers of Friendship Lodge,
Mrs. Oeorgie Robinson recently en
tertained Mrs. Minnie Ludwig, Mrs.
Cora Currier and Miss Eliza Whit
ney for afternoon and evening. After
supper bridge was played, highest
score falling to Mrs. Currier.
The Crusaders will meet in the
junior room at the Baptist Church
Wednesday at 4 o'clock.
Mrs. Ada Chadwick, Mrs. Blanche
Wilson, Mrs. Maude Grafton, Mrs.
Katherine Studley and Mrs. Georgie
Robinson are the committee who will
serve the banquet to the Past Chan
cellors of Arcana Lodge. K.P., at their
meeting Thursday evening.
The 12th anniversary of the adop
tion of the Eighteenth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United
States will be celebrated at a union
meeting of the Baptist and Federated
Churches Sunday at 11 o’clock. Mrs.
D. Leigh Colvin, oresident of the New
York State W.C.T.U. will be the
speaker.
• • * •
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant mo- '
tored to Ellsworth Sunday to convey J
Mrs. Leila Osgood who had been their
guest, to her home.
The junior choir of the Baptist
Church attended the musicale at the I
Universalist Church in Rockland
Sunday afternoon as guests of Mrs.
Abbie F. Rice. Mrs. C. H. Washburn.
Miss Frances Shaw, Mrs. Marie B
Singer, E. OS. Burgess.
Earl F. Woodcock the efficient J
manager of the local store, attended
a meeting of A.&P. managers in Port
land Sunday.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle meets in
the vestry Wednesday at 1 o’clock for
work. Sunper will be served at 6 and
a "program will follow in charge of
Mrs. Leila Smalley.
Mrs. Georgie Robinson had for
company Saturday evening at supperi
and cards. Miss Marv Hanley. Mrs. j
Susie Newbert and Mrs. Lena Merry.
Miss Hanley was high scorer.
The laugh is on a well known citi
zen of the town who dropped into
the conveniently located public
library recently. When he entered he
noticed the lights all on, the librarian
and assistant busy, and a number of
readers. He became absorbed in the
articles in the current magazines on
uptodate problems and time sped on
with the citizen unmindful of its
passing, until the quiet tones of the
librarian’s voice aroused him as she
said, “We close at 5 o'clock and it is
now quarter before 6. but I have been
dcing work that needed to be done.”
A hasty apology and quick exit fol
lowed.
• « * *

Every-Other-Day
CUSHING

Few Without Desire to

Colgate Savant Links Noise with Digestive Ills;
Soys Street Foods Function as Anti-Noise Serum

Peer Into the Future

The good round sum of $125,000,000 annually Is reported to be paid
by our people to various prophets
of the future who by reading horo
scopes, gazing into glass globes and
by other means agree to give 'nformation as to the future. It Is cus
tomary to set down this investment
as a tribute made by human folly
to desire for foreknowledge. But it
is reasonable to believe yiat a good
ly part of this expenditure is made
much like Investment in other
amusements.
Every normal person is interested
in the future, so that the urge to
learn something about it, if that
were possible, is well nigh univer
sal. But it is not reasonable to sup
pose that $125,000,000 annually is
spent by people who really believe
they can learn something. For the
curiosity about the future is accom
panied by curiosity almost as urgent
about anything mysterious—any
thing that is seemingly outside the
zone of personal experience and ca
pacities.
Fortune tellers have attracted
and continue to attract a host of
patrons who would strenuously deny
belief that the future can be fore
told, but yet are Interested in the
occasional evidences, deriving from
unknown means and causes, that
those who practice prophecy do “hit
it right” many times.
There is innate in humanity dis
trust of absolute rationality. We
are all conscious of the vast nesci
ence that underlies our knowledge
and present means of acquiring It.
We are greatly curious about pos
sible sources of knowledge yet un
developed, and we pay a high price
merely to gratify curiosity.—Roches
ter Democrat and Chronicle.
Indians Outclassed in
Use of Bow and Arrow

Archery 200 or more years ago
was a useful accomplishment as
well as a competitive sport. Prior
to the invention of gunpowder the
bow and arrow had been, for almost
1,000 years, the principal weapon
of defense in England. So impor
tant was it considered that every
Englishman be able to wield a
wicked bow that archery practice
was long compulsory for all men be
tween the ages of sixteen and sixty.
The Mayflower immigrants were
armed with blunderbusses, but, in
order to conserve their supply of
shot, they frequently hunted with
Sympathy is being expressed for the bow and arrow, in the use of
Charles Morse on the death of his which they were more skillful than
brother Jonas Morse of Damaris were their savage neighbors. In
cotta. Death was caused by pneu dian prowess with the bow and ar
monia. His death follows by only a row seems to have been much over
few weeks that of another brother. rated by romanticists. They usunlly
Funeral services are to be held today. shot their quarry at close range
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock left by train
Friday for Malden to visit Miss Edith after it had been stalked for them,
and in friendly shooting competi
Wilson.
Miss Katherine Beattie who has tions between redskins and English
been visiting her sister Mrs. Louise men, the white men are said to
McGinty in New York city has re- , have invariably won.
! .turned. The trip was made by motor I
with George Davis as chauffeur and |
Lip Pronunciation
Miss Lillian Davis as companion.
The start for home was made in the
Forms of the letters In a recently
early morning, and arrival about 3 , discovered old Phoenician alphabet
o’clock in the morning of the next' show evidences of having been
day.
chosen to represent the forms of
Carroll Fuller who came here with the mouth used in speaking them.
Mrs. Adelia Masters and afterwards [
went back to Boston, is again in j The theory is advanced by Sir Rich
town. Upon his return Saturday he ard Paget, an authority on human
was accompanied by Miss Adelaide j speech, who finds that nearly every
Catland. who is at the Elston Luce one of the twenty-nine symbols used
is suggestive of the lip formation to
house. Main street.
Williams-Brasier Post will have a produce the sound symbolized. He
get-together at their rooms Thurs- ; does not suggest that the scribe who
day evening, to formulate plans for a ; selected the mouthlike charac
minstrel show. Clam chowder will j ters did so intentionally, but be
be served at 7 o’clock.
lieves Instead that the forms were
Mrs. Sprague of Searsport is visit- i chosen unconsciously. The letter
ing her daughter Mrs. Lois Jacobs, j
“P,” for instance, is represented by
Green street.
William Maloney of Cushing is I a sign suggestive of the closed
visiting relatives in town. He re lips used at the start to pronounce
ports there is no eelgrass in the, it.—Popular Mechanics Magazine.
Georges River this winter, and to1
this fact he attributes the scarcity :
Old Jewish Burial Customs
of smelts. •
* • • •
The ancient Jews of Palestine
Mrs. E. Roy Smith returned Mon buried their dead by placing the
day from Medford, Mass., to care for corpse either in the earth or In
her mother Mrs. Isaac N. Young, caves hewn out of the rock. Some
times the sepulcher was dug in the
Wadsworth street.
A league game of basketball will ground in the neighborhood of the
be played at Andrews gymnasium i family dwelling. More frequently,
Friday night. Rockland vs. Thomas- I however, rocks were excavated so
ton, boys and girls.
as to form compartments or galler
A flock of California grosbeaks of ies with as many vaults as desired.
beautiful plumage have been on C. . These vaults we.re known as “koA. Creighton's lawn recently.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt of i kim.” The burial place was often
Long Cove spent Sunday with Mrs. in a garden situated at least 50
cubits from the city. The site was
Marie Ingraham.
Walter W. Spalding of Mattapan, i usually marked by a whitewashed
Mass., is visiting his brother Alonzo | stone.
Spalding. Hyler street.
Basketball, Richmond Aces of
Richmond vs. Thomaston A. C. to
Legend of Areas
night at Andrews gymnasium. The j
According to a Greek legend con
Thomaston A. C.'s are billed for t cerning Arcturus; Areas, son of
Damariscotta Thursday night to play I the king of Arcadia, while hunting,
Burns Express.
pursued his mother, who had been
At the stated meeting of Grace transformed Into a bear by Zeus.
Chapter, O.E.S.. Wednesday evening,
annual election of officers takes place.! The bear mother took refuge in the
There will also be a memorial | temple of Zeus and the god, In or
der to prevent matricide, transport
service.
ed both the mother and son into the
Shoe sale starts Wednesday, this heavens.
week. Lowest prices ever. McLain 1
To locate Arcturus, follow the
Shoe Store, Rockland.—adv.
handle of the big dipper in a curved
line a distance that of the dipper
SANTA ( LAVS CONGRESS
itself. Arcturus Is the brightest
star in the constellation.
Even before Congress met Senator
Hale and other big men had an
nounced that they would ask for
Logical Youngiter
about $1,000,000,000 for warship con
My little son, Arthur, aged five,
struction; Senator Brookhart pro-I
posed $1,500,000,000 for the Farm I found a wishbone on his plate, and
Board; Senator Bulkley suggested asked me to wish with him.
Arthur won and said that he lied
something between $2,000,000,000 and
$3,000,000,000 for the farm loan bank- j wished for a motor cycle.
ing system; Representative Patman j
"You must not tell me your
and other soldier bonus specialists wish,” I said.
were calling for a further $2.500.000.-'
“Well, if you don't know what I
000 for the veterans, while Senator 1 wished for, how will I ever get
La Follette and other Progressives, it?” was the reply.—Chicago Trib
had calculated that $5,000,000,000 or une.
more should be contributed for un- j

Acoustical Experts Hear
Results of Noise
Experiments
»-------

k.'H'l of America’s digestive
disorders may be traced to an
increase in noise brought about by
modern civilization. Food plays an
important part in building up noise
resistance, with sweet foods func
tioning as an anti-noise serum.
This is the gist of a report read
by Dr. Donald A. Laird. Director
of the Psychological Laboratories,
Colgate University, before the
Acoustical Society of America,
meeting in Cleveland. The mem
bership of the Society is composed
of acoustical engineers and other
scientists whose field embraces
the problems of noise and its con
trol. Dr. Laird's report was based
upon laboratory experiments con
ducted at Colgate University, over
a period of several years.
Scope of Investigation
“Early in our investigation,” Dr.
Laird said,- "we found that the loud
noises which are inseparable from
our modern civilization play a part
in causing so-called nervous indi
gestion by decreasing the flow of
saliva and gastric juice. Upon a
normal supply of these digestive
juices good digestion depends. The
next step was to see if certain
kinds of food, including beverages,
because of their stimulating effect
upon the juices, could be used to
offset the depressing effect of
noise.
"Sweet foods predominated in
the experimental work because
previous research in the Colgate
laboratories had shown that the
taste of sugar has a facilitating
‘effect upon the flow of the diges
tive juices, and because it is a
standard commodity available in
many forms. Wishing to include
a beverage in our research, we
chose coffee due to its known
■pick-up' effect on the system and
the fact that it. like sugar, Is a
standard commodity."
A Noise Inferno
The subjects experimented upon
by Dr. Laird were young men, stu
dents at the University.
The
noises to which they were sub Dr. Donald A. Laird, Director,
jected were produced by an elec Psychological Laboratory, Col
gate University, Hamilton,
trical audiometer, an instrument
New York.
that can be adjusted to produce
noises ranging from an equivalent
"Our experiments showed,” says
of a whisper to that of a boiler
factory going full blast. The dif Dr. Laird, "that without the off
ferent degrees of noise were graded setting effect of foods or beverages
in decibels, the standard of noise a noise intensity of 60 decibels,
which is about equal to the mini
measurement.
The experiments were conducted mum noise at Fifth Avenue and
in a specially built acousti clim Forty-second Street, New York,
ber, so constructed that the sub cuts down the normal flow of
jects would be bathed in the noise saliva by about 40 per cent. The
instead of having it come at them same Intensity of noise lowered
from any particular direction. At the gastric secretions of four out
times the chamber was a veritable of live of the subjects tested.
Sweets Stimulate Secretions
noise inferno.
The flow of saliva was measured
“When, however, the subjects
by an electrical instrument which were served with candy bars, ice
collects the saliva from the sub cream and cinnamon toast while
ject’s mouth, passes it through a they were being tested iu the
tube into a container, and makes varied intensities of sound, ihe re
a drop-by-drop record of the sults were entirely different. The
amount. The flow of gastric juice sweet foods increased the flow of
was determined by tests of the saliva and gastric juice to an ex
contents of the stomach, made at tent that entirely overcame the ef
frequent intervals.
fects of the noise.”

M

UNION
The senior class of U.H.S. present
their annual play, “Dutch Detective"
next Thursday evening at Town hall,
with Arthur Hart. Dutch detective;
Albert Hastings, newly-wed; Bernard
Esancy, lunatic; Lloyd Martin,
Major Howler, Bob Crabtree, town
constable; Dorothea Hannon, bride;
Barbara Payson, queen of the lunch
room; Lucille Gath, old maid; Gertde Antilla, lunatic; Dot Morine,
Katrinia Krout.
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Mank and
young soi> were guests Sunday of his
parents Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mank.
John Fish who has been living in
Rockland the past few years is
boarding with his niece Mrs. Myrtle
Gorden.
Mrs. Clarence Leonard entertained
the "Jolly Sixteen" last Saturday eve
ningThe American Legion Auxiliary
will hold their bi-monthly card party
Saturday night at the hall in Rob
bins block.
Union Junior Farmers’ 4-H Club
was entertained at the home of Mrs.
Arthur Farris Saturday. Gagnes were
played after the business meeting and
Mrs. Farris served waffles and maple
syrup which were enjoyed, and the
boys all had a good time.
The next meeting of Seven Tree
and Union Junior Farmers' 4-H Clubs
will be at the home of George H.
Cameron, Saturday at 2 p. m. Mem-

bers are asked to take soil from their
gardens for testing. County Agent
Wentworth wil> show pictures of
New Hampshire 4-H Club work in
reforestation and also picture^ of the
land liming project.
There will be a public dinner at
Masonic hall Wednesday noon, fur
nished by O.E.S. circle.
The newly Elected officers of Union
Lodge. F. and A. M.. were installed
last Thursday. Entertainment was
furnished by the "Tenant’s Harbor
ScotAmen.”
Mrs. Clarence Williams and Mrs.
Edward Alden gave a birthday party
for Mrs. Lillian Alden at the home
of Mrs. Williams.
« • « *
Mrs. Helen M. Cummings
Mrs. Helen Mossman Cummings.
75. died Dec. 31. She was married
to Elden Cummings when quite
young and after a few happy rffonths
Mr. Cummings’ health began to fail.
They went to California hpping the
climate there might benefit him, but
he gradually failed his death occur
ring there, and she returned to
Union with his remains, in the year
1888. Mrs. Cummings was a faith
ful attendant and worker in the
Congregational Church and W.C.T.U.
as long as her health permitted. She
had been crippled by rheumatism for
several years, necessitating the use
of canes or crutches. About a year
ago she fell injuring her hip and had
since been confined to the bed and

No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—

THOMASTON NATIONAL

BANK

Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the close of business Dec. 31, 1931
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts ......................... -....................................................~~
Unlted’sVates Government securities owned ........................................
Other bonds stocks, and securities owned .........................................
Banking house. $39.572 52. Furnltuie and fixtures. $11,671.23
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..........................................................
Cash and due from banks............................................................................
Outside checks and other cash Items .... .................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S Treasurer ...........................................................................................................

Total .............................~............................... ............... -.........................
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In .....................................................................................
Surplus .......................................................................................................Undivided profits—net ...................—..........................................................
Reserves for dividends, contingencies, etc ........................................
Circulating notes outstanding ................................................................ —
Demand deposits ...........................................................................................
Time deposits ........................ -........................-........................... :................
Bills payable and rediscounts .....................................................................
Other liabilities .............................................................................................

S >68 250
191.500
1.429.874
51.243

28
00
82
—

3,.715 i«
>.300 2U

-5.000 00

$2,151,180 46

$100,000 00
95.000 00
49.712 5
4,000 00
98.620 00
225.272 75
I 758.562 39
20.000 00
12 81

Total .......................................................................................................... $2,151,180 46
employment relief. Other members
had other schemes for passing out
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss.
I. L. S Lcvensaler. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
other billions. In the meantime the
Strout Insurance Agency
the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
federal treasury in discharging the
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
obligations put upon it by the last 17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of January. 1932
ISeall
J. WALTER STROUT, Notary Public.
Congriss had- already run in debt
Insurance in all its branches
Correct—Attest:
some $2,000,000,000. and was rapidly Probate Bonds
FRANK D. ELLIOT
Notary Public
sinking further into the red every day.
henry e McDonald
J.
Walter
Strout
Alfred
M.
Strout
LEVI SEAVEY
That, ladies and gentlemen, is an
Dlrec tors.
Slf
Americanism.—The Pathfinder.

Emerson Perkins has been in War
ren the past week, employed at the
woolen mill.
Mrs. F. I. Geyer was a guest Thurs- '
day at F. L. Killeran’s.
Nelson Fogerty is improving. A1
trained nurse is in attendance.
Mrs. B. S. Geyer visited her daugh
ter Mrs. S. A. Miller in Thomaston
Monday and Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. E. Olson, daughter-Patty, Mrs.
H. J. Marshall and Misses Belle and
Marion Orne were in Warren recent
ly, guests of Mrs. Ann Cogan.
| H. J. Marshall has employment with
i Leslie Seavey.
Mrs. Eben Davis visited Mrs. Lora
- Olson last week.
H. L. Killeran is suffering from a
lame back.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer
spent the weekend at the home of
their daughter Mrs. Riley Davis, at
| Pleasant Point.
Miss Belle Orne, R.N., and sister
Marion were recent visitors at H. J.
j Marshall's.
Hunters have been scouring the
woods the past week. Several foxes
have been killed and many are re
ported seen that as yet have not been
shot.

WANTED

If

I WANT TO BUY second hand books,
postage stamps, antiques of all kinds.
KAY TURNER. Thomaston. Tel. 34-4.
__________________________________ 2-13
POSITION as bookkeeper and stenog
rapher. Experienced. Best of references.
Address C. M. G., care Courier-Gazette.
157*6

TO LET

FOUR-ROOM RENT to let. on Grove
St. Apply DR. R. W. BICKFORD. Phene
611-M. Rockland.
3-8
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
Tel. 888
1-tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
Inoulre of MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
1-tf
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath,
gas and lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT, 184
South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
1-tf
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
veniences, to let at South Main St.. $25
a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Paik St.
Tel. 1080.__________________________ 1-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
240 Broadway.
1-tf
FURNISHED rooms to let. for light
Wanted: For home work, typing, housekeeping; lights and water free.
sending out circulars,, etc. Good Apply 6 WILLOW ST. ___________ 4-6
TWO heated and furnished rooms to
work guaranteed. Gladys S. Mor
after Feb.' 1. all modern. J. C. CUN
gan. Tel. 794-W.
3*5 let
NINGHAM. 51 Granite St. Tel. 152-M.
4-6
Ai> editor thinks modern novelists
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
write for their own pleasure. If so. with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
156-tf
most of them seem to be wonderfully ST. Tel. 156-W.
easy to please.—Thomaston Times.
BUNGALOW, corner Glen and Cam
den Sts. Modern; three car garage.
Adults only. AUBREY CLARK. Camden.
Tel. 608.___________________________ 3*8
HOUSE of four rooms, to let, electric
lights, newly papered and painted.
MRS ALTON CHASE. Beechwoods St..
Advertisements In this column not to
3-5
exceed three Uaea Inserted once for 25 Thomaston.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
HOUSE to let with electric lights,
tional lines five cents each for one flush closet, with or without garage,
time. 10 cents for three times. Six words reasonable. TEL. 1016.
3-tf
make a line.
FURNISHED tenement, electric lights,
gas, bath on ground floor. In good con
dition. fine location, rent reasonable.
FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St. Tel.
422-R.
'
154-tf
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
modern Improvements, with garage.
TEL. 504-W.
1-tf
RABBIT HOUND lost, black, white
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
and tan. EIN ART KYLLONEN. Waldo- location. Electric lights, bath room.
boro. Tel. Warren 5-3.
3*5 TEL. 812-M.
l-tf
GREEN FOUNTAIN PEN lost on
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, flue cellar
school grounds. Please return to BOBBY toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
HILLS or Tel. 101-R.
4-6 large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
1-tf
BLACK AND TAN hound, with white ! Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
chest lost. Last seen Jan. 2. Reward.
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St.,
HOWARD N. PROCTOR. Appleton, Me.
newly papered and painted, garage if
_______________________________ 4*6: desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.
MALE RABBIT dog lost Dec. 29, at 577.___________________________ 1-tf
North Waldoboro. Part beagle, white j FURNISHED heated front room and
with dark spots. JOHN D. WATTS, bath, ftrst floor. Apply ANNE V. FLINT.
Waldoboro R, 2. Tel. 16-4.__________3*6 ' 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M__________ 5-7
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
30x5 HEAVY DUTY Mansfield truck
tire lost on Tillson Ave. Reward. Re- able for family of two or three, at 15
turn to W. H GLOVER CO.________ 5-7 Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
Tel. 318-W
l-tf
ESCAPED from my kennel white and i
black pointer. Information of where- > THREE ROOM furnished apartment
abouts will be appreciated. ERNEST C. i at 19 Orient St., bath room, automatic
DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
5-7 i hot water heater. NELSON B COBB or
LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-CobbSUM OF MONEY found In local In Davls._____________________________ 2-tf
stitution. Owner may have same by
TWO OARAGES to let. on Llmerock
•applying at THE COURIER-GAZETTE
office and proving property.
5-7 and Pleasant Sts. Inquire LILLIAN
BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
5*7

In Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND •

|

!
I

I
I
!
;

(Top) Testing the value of sweet foods In offsetting the effects
of noise. (Above) Robert Barnum, Jr., one of Dr. Laird's assistants,
standing beside the electrical noise-making device while he prepares
to bathe the experimental subject in a flood of varying sounds.

Marked results were also secured
with coffee. The 40 per cent re
duction in salivary secretion caused
by noise was offset by smelling a
cup of black and freshly brewed
coffee, although the experimental
subject was not aware of the pres
ence of coffee in the acousti cham
ber. By tasting the coffee to which
sugar and cream were added as
dictated by the subjects, still better
results were obtained.
"Our findings are particularly
significant,” Dr. Laird says, "since
city noises range in intensity from

45 to 75 decibels, or within limits
of . loudness which are shown by
our work to cut down appreciably
the secretion of the juices neces
sary for the proper functioning of
the digestive system. They indicate
that noise is to a considerable de
gree responsible for the prevalence
of digestive disorders in modern
life, that diet can play a real part
in correcting this condition, and
that sweet tastes or aromatic bev
erages should be considered im
portant factors in what might be
called a dietary anti-noise serum,”

1 installed: F. H. Fernald, W. M.; Leslie Copeland, O.; Annie Page, lecturer;, Ray Simmons, S.; Jesse Mills
A. S.; Ro'e Marshall, chaplain;; O. A.
Copeland, treasurer; Nettie Copeland, j
secretary; Frank Page. G. K.; Evie
Fernald. Ceres; Alice Copeland, Po- j
mona; Martha Whitehill, Flora; Ma- :
i bel Mills, L.A.S.; L. R. Bucklin, member of the executive committee.
! Sidney Bradford of Friendship was ,
a caller at Rose Marshall’s WednesShoe sale starts Wednesday, thia daj'
Funeral services were held last
week. Lowest prices ever. McLain
Wednesday for Ellis Hyler, who died
Shoe Store, Rockland.—adv.
Jan. 3 after a long period of ill health,
which was borne with the greatest
SOUTH WARREN
courage. Of a quiet, unobtrusive disCharles Maxcv who has been employed bv the Standard Oil Co. in
n 2}Lhrf„in,H
‘Rockland,
,, : ,has„ .been tvnnrfnvrori
transferred tn
to a. son
. of Charles E. and Viola (Cut~
.
ting) Hyler and was the last memtheir office in Portland
Pnrtl„nri ber of the family. He leaves one
E'
"ft wPPk tn^tfend the nephew Merrit Hyler of Pleasantville
was in town last week to attend the , t/whom he w>s much attached.
funeral of his cousin. Ellis Hyler.
Augustus White has returned from Rev. H. I. Holt of Warren officiated
New York. He was accompanied by at the funeral.
his son J. W. White who will remain
for a short visit at Mrs. Rose Cutsheriff’s sale
STATE OF MAINE

A 6 o’clock supper was served at K"°* County- SS.
„___ „„„ I Taken on execution dated December
Good Will Grange last Thursday e\e- 2. 1931 wherein Mary T. Bunker of
ning, after which these officers were Thomaston in said County of Knox in
-------------------------------------------------------- 1 her capacity as collector of taxes for
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
said town of Thomaston for the years
„_ .

Whereas John Q. Adams of Searsmont 1926. 1927. 1929 and 1930. is plaintiff and
in the County of Waldo and State of Earl (T.) Maxey of said Thomaston Is
Maine by his mortgage deed dated the defendant, and will be sold at public
' twenty-eighth day of February In the auction to the highest bidder therefor, at
year of our Lord one thousand nine the office of the sheriff at the county
hundred and twenty-seven. lecorded in court house In Rockland In said County
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book 5 on the 25th day of January. A D. 1932.
213, Page 222. conveyed to The City Na- at ten o’clock in the forenoon all the
tional Bank of Belfast, a corporation right in equity which the said Maxey
duly organized and existing by law and had on the twenty-eighth (28) day of
having Its principal place of business at, September, A. D. 1931. at two o'clock and
Bellast In the County of Waldo and fifteen minutes In the afternoon when
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of ) the same was attached on the original
land situated in Appleton In' Knox | writ, to redeem the following described
County. State of Maine, and bounded as real estate, with buildings thereon,
follows, viz: Beginning at a stake and situate In said Thomaston, and boundstones at Searsmont Line thence on ed and described as follows:
said line to Dead River Stream; thence
Beginning at an Iron bolt In the south-,
up said stream to land formerly owned erly line of the Atlantic Highway, so
by William Meservey; thence by said called, and at the northwesterly corner
Meservey's^ land to a stake In said of land of Harold and Ivan Vlnal;
Meservey's line at the foot of the lot; [ Thence southerly bv said Vlnal land
thence to the first mentioned bounds one hundred fifty (150) feet to an Iron
j being the northerly half of lot No. 3 In j bolt;
' the twentieth Range in Appleton, conThence westerly and parallel with the
talnlng eighty-seven acres, more or less, southerly line of said Atlantic Highway
I excepting and reserving the three par- one hundred (100) feet to an Iron bolt;
I cels sold and deeded to Colby Bartlett.:
Thence northerly and at right angles
George Fogg and E. S. Adams. Mean-1 with the last before mentioned line one
ing and intending to convey the prop-i hundred fifty (150) feet to the southererty described in mortgage deed from ly llnF of said Atlantic Highway;
John Q Adams Jr. to O. W Ripley
Thence easterly bv said Atlantic Highdated December 7. 1908. recorded In : way one hundred (100) feet to place of
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book, beginning, subject to mortgage on
140. Page 449.
which there appears to be due about
And whereas the condition of said : four hundred dollars ($400 ). recorded
mortgage has been broken, now there- j In Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
fore, by reason of the breach of the con- ! 206. page 223. and dated Sept. 22. 1926.
rt tlon thereof, said The City National
Said execution was issued on a JudgBank of Belfast, by C. W. Wescott Its ■ ment recovered by said Mary T. Bunker.
President duly authorized claims a fore- as collector of taxes as aforesaid, against
closure of said mortgage.
said Earl IT) Maxey in the Superior
Dated January 8. 1932.
, court for said Knox County on the 19th
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BEL- day of November, A. D. 1931 for the sum
FAST
of one hundred one dollars and fiftyBy C. W. WESCOTT
three cents ($101.53) debt or damage,
,
Its President
and costs of suit eleven dollars and
STATE OF MAINE
fifty cents ($11.50) with fifteen cents
Waldo. SS.
January 8. 1932
for the execution Issued thereon with
Personally appeared the above-named Interest from said nineteenth day of
C. W. Wescott. President of The City November on said debt and costs, to wit:
Natipnal Bank of Belfast and made oath $113.03.
that the statements contained In the
Dated at said Thomaston this 18th
ubove notice by him signed are true.
i dav of December. A. D. 1931.
>
Before me.
True Copy Attest:
RALPH I. MORSE
,
CHARLES A. CAVANAUGH

5-T-ll

Notary Public.

I 2-T-8

Deputy Sheriff.

* *

WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
POSITION wanted as bookkeeper or
clerk In store, good experience. Write Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
| B. K., care The Courier-Gazette.
3-5 paired. Experienced workman. Work
can be called for and delivered, or leave
at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. Tel. 958-J._________________ 157*11

< wheelchair. She was tenderly cared
for the past year by Mr. and Mrs.
Ktcne.
Mrs. Cummings will be greatly
misssd by the whole community. All
the societies, neighbors end friends
have ever been thoughtful and kind
to her, always doing little things to
make her life more pleasant. Funeral services were held at her late
'
®unday' ReV- Mr- Seliger °f’
floating.

ting's

MISCELLANEOUS

SITUATIONS

FOR SALE

TREES large or small taken down In
any locality. I have everything to work
with. Charges reasonable. J. PHELPS.
15 South St.. Rockland._____________5*7

•s — — — — — —------------ — - — — W
PRISON PUNG for sale.
Inquire
NYE'S GARAGE. 515 Main St. Tel. 585.
TYPEWRITERS cleaned, oiled and re
3*5 paired at reduced rates. MESSERS
GARAGE. Rockland. Tel. 1282.______ 3*5
LIVE BAIT for ice fishing and worms
for smelting. NYE'S OARAGE. 515 Main
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
St. Tel. 585 and 971._______________ 3^5 by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony, Me.________ 156-11
SECOND HAND lumber, bricks, doors
and wln<$ows for sale. Call at 37 Park
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
St. M F. DONOHUE.
4-6 CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St..
Rockland.
1-tf
1930 FORD TRUCK with dual wheels
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and dump body. 1930 Chev. truck, 1>2
tons with body, small mileage. 1930 and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEclosed cab pickup one-half ton Chev. ROCK ST. Tel. 1010____________ l-tf
In excellent condition. 1930 Roadster,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time®
pickup one-half ton Ford. A good buy.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Tel. Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO:
1-tf
1250. Rockland.
3-5
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
BEST DRY hard wood, under cover,
24 Elm St. Mall orders
fitted, $11 cord; Junks. $11; long. $9.50, land Hair Store,
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
delivered. FRANK ERICKSON, Box 70, solicited.
R. F. D. 1, Thomaston.______________ 4*6 __________________________________ 1-tf
HARD WOOD fitted, $12 ana $14;
GRAY MARE, eight years old. for sale.
$12; small round wood, stove
Good all round user. Apply JAMES Junks.
lengths. $10: fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
SOUTAR. Wiley’s Corner, St. George. Me CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
1-tf
4*9

BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C.
Reds
Bred for eggs, type and color.
Accredited for pullorum disease. Book
ing orders for March delivery; $20 per
hundred; 500. $19; 1000. $18 Postpaid.
Safe arrival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE
& SON. Thomaston, Maine, Route 1.
Phone 10-6 Warren.
157-tf
HOUSE furnishings for sale, beds,
library table, vlctrola. rockers, parlor
stove, etc. 91 North Main St. Tel.
552-W.
• 3-5
BEST QUALITY dry hard fitted Wood.
$12: junks. $12; 4-foot wood. $10. Under
cover.
DODGES MOUNTAIN FARM
Tel. 352-24 .
3-5
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut.
$8.50: hard coal. $15.50; ovolds. $15. J B.
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
5-7
1931 CHEVROLET Sport Coupe De
luxe; small mileage and a beautiful car.
1930 Chev. 1‘i ton truck—one with body
and one without. Either a good Invest
ment. 1930 Ford roadster. Pickup, onehalf ton In good shape. 1929 Stutz
Blackhawk sedan. In wonderful shape.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.. Rock
land. Tel. 1250.
4-6
ONE NEW CYL. block for Palmer En
gine, Model N. R. 10-12 h. p., for sale.
$30; also one 4 cyl. Niagara motor, 12-15
h. p.. $30. GEORGE WRIGHT, Vlnalhaven. Me.
5*7
CORONA TYPEWRITERS, brand new,
at a very low price. CARVER'S STA
TIONERY STORE. Tel. 96-W Rockland.
5-7
CIRCULATING HEATER for sale, will
heat five rooms; good as new. $25. WIL
LIAM I. VINAL. 33 Rankin St. Tel.
239-W.
5-7
DRY SLAB WOOD, $1 a foot. $7 cord,
fitted. LEON CALLAHAN, 7 Luce Ave.
Tel. H69-Y.
3-5
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover,
$12; Junks. $12; long, $10; fitted soft
wood and slabs, $8. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21.
l-tf
WILTON and linoleum rugs 9x12. set
of reed furniture, also one burner oil
stove, almost new for sale. TEL. 593-R
____
. 5-7
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor
ner lot. new building, store and lunch
room complete with fixtures. To be sold
at once, $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
152-tf

RADIO

WEDDING
TN these mad days of
runaway romances and
rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
are becoming increasingly
important. The smarter
families are using Linweave Wedding Station
ery for their announce
ments because of its ultra
correctness and because
its rich, vellum-like tex
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite
engraving.
THE COURIER.
GAZETTE

__
WEDDING PAPERS

SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-23

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

PHONE 136

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 12, 1932

Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Thelma Stanley will be hostess
to the Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society Thursday evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Frances W. Carr of Bangor,
who frequently visits in the city, sails
Friday for France where she will re
main until July.
In addition to personal notes regard-1
Ing departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W

Cards have been received announc
ing the arrival in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
of Mrs. Blake Annis and Mrs. Paul
Jones of Union. The trip down was
somewhat marred by an auto acci
dent in which their car was over
turned when another car cut in.
While the occupants received no in
juries other than a severe shaking
up and nerve shock, the car was dam
aged to quite an extent.

Mrs. John O. Stevens will be hostess

at ,he bridge Darty the BPW is giving

Friday evening. The e parties open
to the public form a delightful social
...
activity, and are greatly
enjoyed.

Bridge fans are looking forward to
the first party in the series sponsored
by St. Bernard's Church, which takes
place Thursday evening at The
Thorndike grill, at 8 o’clock. Reser
vations may be arranged with Mrs.
David L. McCarty or Mrs. W. H. An
derson.

CHILDRENS
S

Mrs. Bertha French entertained the
Saturday Night Bridge Club at her
home in Camden, those present being.Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess, Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs. C.
O. Perry, of Rockland, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Clayter and Mrs. Luella
Tuttle of Camden.
i
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NINE CENT SALE
AT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

The social given by the Junior
Y.P.C.U. Friday evening had In at
tendance 35 young people, who en
joyed
games and
refreshments
planned by the girls of the Union
with Miss Evelyn Sherer directing.
Mrs. E. L. Toner chaperoned.

* v

Z

The Universalist Mission Circle
Mrs. Alberta Rose leaves today for
meets tomorrow at the home of Mrs.
H. O. Gurdy, Masonic street. Lunch Boston. Jan. 18 she will leave bv mo
tor with friends for a tour of Florida
eon at 12.30.
to occupy several weeks.
Miss Susan Nutt spent Sunday with
friends in Camden.
Miss Harriet Parmalee will be
CANTATA PLEASED THEM
-----i chairman of the monthly supper of Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained
thr
Breakfast
Bridge
Club
yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paulson and son ] Chapin Class which takes place to
Rubinstein Club Entertained Many
ol Watertown, Mass., have been in j night in the Universalist vestry at 6. at the home of Mrs. Sam Levy, Grove
Music Lovers In Sunday's Concert
street.
this city the past few days. They
------accompanied Edgar Dorr home, who 1 The Rubinstein Club meets Friday
A musical of high order was pre
has been in a Boston hospital for' afternoon at 2.15 in the Universalist
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
sented Sunday afternoon in the Uni- J
treatment. The Paulsons were guests , vestry, and Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn will
versalist vestry by the Rubinstein
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. George be in charge of a program on “Music
If you are a subscriber to
Brewster. They return home today.
for Children.” Particular attention
Club, the program featuring the can
The Courier-Gazette and are
tata by May Strong—"The Slumber
will be given to the accomplishments
leaving home for any time, long
The appointments of the Maine of Walter Damrosch, Ernest SchelSongs of the Madonna." a setting of
or snort, let us mail the paper to
Federation of Women's Clubs have ling, Guv Maier, Charlotte Lund and
the exquisite poems by Sir Alfred
you during your absence. The
been made and include five which are others who are specializing in music
Noyes. Local music lovers formed a
regular copy of the paper will
of interest in this section: Mrs. E. C. for children. Non-members may at
capacity audience, at all times ap
go to the home as usual. Just
Moran, Rockland, department of so tend by paying a fee of 25 cents.
preciative and responsive. The pro
telephone the address to the
cial welfare; Mrs. Henry W. Webb,
gram:
office,' or mail a card. The paper
Wiscasset, department of home ex
Mrs. William Clement of West
Piano duo—Les Matins ...... Chaminade
will follow wherever you go, and
Mrs. Charlotte Jackson. Mrs Esther
tension; Mrs. Frank Hodgdon, Wool Medford Mass., who summers in
will stop on notice when you ar
Rogers
wich, division of conservation and South Thomaston, is recovering from
rive home. There will be no
Mezzo-contralto—Trees ...:........ Rasbach
gardens; Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, a severe illness.
Miss Mary Bird
charge.
Rockland, standing committee on
(Marshall Bradford, accompanist)
Vocal duet—My Faith Looks Up To Thee
finance; Miss Anna Witherlee, Cas
Mrs. J, F. Burgess has with her for I
........................................ Franz Lachner
Esten W. Porter of New York spent
tine, standing committee on club in the winter her niece. Miss Dorothy
Mrs. Mildred Havener, soprano; Mrs.
the weekend with his daughter, Mrs.
stitutes.
Keller of Camden.
Nettle Bird Frost, contralto
Harold Allen, Camden, at the same
(Mr. Bradford, accompanist)
—Hold Thou My Hand
A meeting of the executive board of
Mrs. Owen Athearn is out again time looking up old friends in Rock Mezzo-contralto
........................................................
Briggs
the Methebesec Club is to be held this after being confined four weeks to land.
Miss Crystal Stanley
evening at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. her home with a badlv scalded foot,
Violin obligato. Miss Bertha Luce
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
(Miss Margaret Stahl, accompanist)
Irene Moran.
.
I caused by an overturned teakettle.
is to conduct a card party tomorrow Violin—Canzonetta ......... Tschalkowsky
From the Canebrake, Samuel Gardner
Miss Marian Weymouth, who leaves | Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker were afternoon at 2 o'clock at Grand Army
Miss Luce
hall,
with
Mrs.
Priscilla
Smith,
Mrs.
(Miss Stahl, accompanist)
today to enter unon a course in j guests of friends in Portland over the
Readings
—
New
Year.
1932
Edgar Guest
Mary
Sistare
and
Mrs.
Marcia
beauty culture in Boston, was tead-, weekend.
It Couldn’t Be Done .... Edgar Guest
Greene as hostesses. The Circle, is And two
ered a surprise party Saturday night, i
------other short poems In keeping
Bridge was enjoyed, and Miss WeyMr. and Mrs. C. H. Berry motored glad' to announce that Grand Army
with the New Year season
hall is to be their headquarters in fu
Miss Ethel Thomas
mouth received gifts. Present were to Portland Sunday
Contralto
—Keep Thou My Soul ..........
ture for all meetings and social acMrs. Emma Weymouth, Miss Irene'
-----........................ Fred Clifford of Bangor
Weymouth, Miss Annie Dean, RJiss | _ Mrs. Harry French will be in charge I tivities.
Mrs. Hazel Atwood
I Miss Faith Berry, accompanist)
Betty Duncan. Mrs. Lillian Perry ahd i o'f the card party being given this
Mrs. Harry Dailey. Miss Weymouth j evening at Grand Army hall by Ruth I Gloria Witham, daughter of Mr. Cantata—The Slumber Songs of the
Madonna ........................... May Strong
is to make her home with relatives Mayhew Tent.
and Mrs. N. L. Witham entertained
Rubinstein Club Chorus
in Quincy, Mass., while studying in
------1 10 little girls with their dolls. Sat- Mrs. Helen Wentworth, soprano, soloist)
Mrs Nettle B. Averill, accompanist;
Boston.
Members of the Junior Harmony; urday afternoon in honor of her 6th
Mrs. Berry, director
------Club are reminded to have their 12- birthday. The afternoon was pleas
While the entire program was con
John Wood of Brooklyn, has been ; word repprts on composers at the antly passed in games and a doll
visiting his wife and family on Brick ■ meeting of Wednesday evening at the show, and refreshments were served. sistently good, special mention
should be made of the cantata. The
street, during the past 10 days. He BPW rooms. The hour is 6.45.
Walter W. Spaulding of Mattapan, chorus displayed clean attacks, col
returned to New York Sunday.
------Circle supper at the Congregational Mass., is in the city for a few days orful shading and clear enunciation.
It consisted of Mrs. Wentworth, Mrs.
Rounds Mothers Class will be enter Church tomorrow at 6.15 will have on business.
Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Grace Crie,
tained tomorrow evening at 7.30 at Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards as chairman.
E. E. Gillette returned to Lexington Miss Adelaide Cross, Miss Lillian
the home of Mrs. Walter S. Rounds,
Baker and Mrs. Mildred Havener,
Kirs. Elonia Tuttle entertains the Mass., Sunday.
Beech street.
sopranos; Mrs. Atwood, Mrs. Lorita
Tuesday Club this afternoon at her
Dr. W. H. Armstrong spent the Bicknell, Mrs. Muriel Crie and Mrs.
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh home on Broadway.
weekend with his daughter. Mrs. E. C. Edna French, first altos; Mrs. Lydia
ter Betty Lee of Waterville are mak
Storer, Mrs. Gladys Morgan, Mrs.
ing a visit of several weeks with Dr.
Thomas J. Young of Vinalhaven Cutting in South Portland.
Maryon Benner and Mrs. Edna
and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, North Main was in this city Tuesday enroute for |
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freeman
Shea
and
Browne, second altos.
West Penobscot where he will visit
street.
At intermission a silver collection
his daughter Mrs. Fred M. York for son Paul have been spending the holi
Mrs. Raymond Cross was hostess to a month. Mr. Young is in his 85th days at the home of Mr. Shea's was taken, netting over $25, which
the N.&S. Club at luncheon and year and remarkably smart for one of mother 20 Brick street. They re was turned into the local unemploy
cently returned to their home in Wor ment fund. The ushers were Miss
bridge Friday evening at her home on I his age
cester, Mass.
Cross, Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs.
Broadway. Honors were carried off
Lucy Lowe and Miss Mary Bird.
by Mrs. Walter Joy. Miss Ruth Rog- | The YP.B will meet with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby are Rev. George H. Welch offered prayer.
Mildred Washburn. 3 Grove street
ers and Miss Constance Joy.
guests of their daughter, Mrs. Harvey The offertory solo was by Miss Stahl.
Thursday evening at 7.30.
Pease in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Lura Libbv and Mrs. Eleanor
'
-----Libby, of Thomaston gave a bridge Mrs. Marcia (Achorn) Keene of
FRIENDSHIP
Lewis Fiske of Attleboro, Mass., was
luncheon recently at the former’s i this city who is now with relatives in
called
home
by
the
death
of
his
sis

home. Miss Emma Dorgan, honor Portland, happily observed there her
Meduncook Lodge held installation
guest, was the recipient of a shower 90th birthday anniversary the day ter, Mrs. Frances Burrows.
in Masonic hall Jan. 11.
of attractive miscellaneous articles, before Christmas, at the home of one
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon M. Wal
Miss L. E. Philbrook who has been
Honors in cards were won by Miss of her nieces, Mrs. Fred Gabbi. West
lace, made a trip to Portland Sunday
Adelaide Trafton and Miss Celia street. There was a family dinner confined to the house with a severe with lobsters.
Brault. The guests were Miss Traf- party of 17, also a tree. Mrs. Keene cold is slowly improving.
Miss Evelyn Genthner, R. N., re
ton. Miss Brault, Miss Dorgan, Miss received cards and greetings from, The 25th weddine anniversary of turned to Portland Sunday after
Marie Dorgan, Miss Sally Dyer, Mrs. California, Oklahoma, Colorado, Illi- M and Mrs jas„er8 Armata was ob visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
C. Waldo Lowe. Mrs. Richard Lufkin, nois, Missouri, Kansas, Florida, Vir- Mr' and MrS' Jasper Armata Was ob
served at their home on Maverick
of Rockland: Mrs. Henry Montgom-! ginia, New York and Washington street Sunday, with 18 present. Din
ery. Mrs. Eleanor Fevler. Mrs. Vera State, besides from home friends ner was served, and the remainder of
Feyler, Mrs. Margaret Lakeman and and in various parts of New England. the evening was spent with lively en
WED.-THURS.
Miss Rebecca Robertson, of Thomas- ' she is very appreciative and extends tertainment. William Vinal, a born
ton.
her thanks to every one.
mtisician . furnished music on the
piano, saxophone, cornet and guitar.
A ladies' night has been announced
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Several solos were sung by Josephine
for Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E. Wed Harry Berman, celebrated her 6th Armata. Wedding cakes were fur
nesday, Jan. 20, with Mrs. Harold birthday Saturday afternoon by en nished by George E. Lewis, proprietor
Burgess as chairman. There will be tertaining 16 little friends at the Cop of Orchard Grill Cafe and Mrs. Elsie
luncheon, cards and dancing.
per Kettle. Games, jolly and varied, Merrill.
were played under the direction of
------------ 1---------Mrs. Harold Coombs entertained at Joan’s teacher, Mrs. Lucy Lowe,
GAVE A RECITAL
a bridge luncheon Friday evening at prizes being won by George Goldfarb
her home on Masonic street. There ’ and Miriam Dorman. Green and Younger Pupils of Miss Stahl Figure
were three tables, with honors going pink formed the color scheme of the
In a Very Pleasing Program
to Miss Elizabeth Post. Hubert Petta- refreshment table, the menu featur
Miss Margaret G. Stahl presented
piece, Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and Wilbur ing two prettily decorated birthday several of her yopnger piano pupils
Senter Jr.
cakes. Joan received many nice gifts. in recital Saturday afternoon at her
Mrs. Berman was assisted by Mrs. home on Limerock street.
The Clara Barton Guild met Fri Hervey H. Allen. The guests were
The program which was given in a
day night at the Universalist vestry Ruth Emery, Joyce Palmer, Joan very creditable manner follows:
with five new members reported. Miles, Betty O’Brien, Mary Ludwick, Marching Song—(two pianos) .... Cramm
With Mrs. E. W. Pike and Miss Mary Esther Cohen, Jeanette Gordon, Ruth
Barbara Griffin. Miss Stahl
Bird in charge, box lungji augment Goldberg. Miriam Dorman, Bickford Duet—Song of the Katydid .... Williams
Esther and Ida Shapiro
ed bv hot chocolate was served. The Sylvester, Philip Wentworth, Lincoln
.......................... Krentzlln
time was largely devoted to complet McRae, Jr., Morton Estes, George Turkish Rondo
Priscilla Lovejoy
ing articles for the Thrift Shop. It Goldfarb. Myron Nevelson, and Andante from "Surprise Symphony"
................... ................................ Haydn
was voted to embrace the Junior and Charles Crockett.
Pretty White Daisies ........... Senel-Holst
Senior guilds under one organization;
Ruth Seabury
“This is my pen
also to make fancy work articles for
Mrs. John Clayter entertained the Duet—Invitation to the Dance
Weber
ance! Do You hear
future fale. The next meeting will Tuesday Auction Club at her home,in
Esther Shapiro. Ione Louralne
... oh God. do You
A Rock-a-bye Tune .................... Cramm
hear me?”
be Friday evening, Jan. 29, with Miss Camden.
Betty Munro
Gertrude Blackington, Masonic street.
Mercedes—(Spanish Dance)
“I dared to do what
Mr. and Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe were
Felice Perry
man may not dare—
Mrs. Roland Philbrook and son guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutch Blue Bird Waltz ............................ Bllbro
and now. by a strange
Esther Shapiro
and terrible road. I
Robert of Tenant’s Harbor have been inson at bridge and luncheon Friday Duets—A Little
Journey ............. Strauss
must walk alone!”
guests of Mrs. Flora Butman, North evening.
Waltz .................................... Strauss
Main street, the past week.
Ruth Seabury. Miss Stahl
Tale of horror! Tale
of death that will
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained the Minuet from "Don Juan" .. .... Mozart
Barbara
Griffin
never
die! Stevenson’s
Herbert Shorev of Nobleboro was T.H.E. Club last evening at supper Modern Waltz ..............
Mozart
Immortal
a visitor in the city Saturday.
and bridge.
Ione Louralne
A Fireside Song—(two pianos) — Jenkins
Ida Shapiro. Miss Stahl
William J. Donovan who has been
The Methebesec Club held a very Duets—March
of the Knights .... Dutton
at Knox Hospital has returned to his interesting meeting Friday afternoon
and
Jn a Moonlit Garden ......... Dutton
home in Jefferson.
Barbara Griffin. Miss Stahl
at the Central Maine Power Com
pany’s clubrooms, when Mrs. Thelma Little Yellow Duckling ........ Senel-Holst
Ruth Starrett of Warren
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clark of Dam Snow presented a program based on Duets—Off
Together .................. Sartorio
with
ariscotta Mills were in the city Fri “Women in the Public Eye.” These
Masquerade ....(.................. Sartorio
Fredric March
Felice Perry. Miss Stahl
articles were given; “Madame Ern
day.
Round ................... Safford
MIRIAM HOPKINS
estine Schumann-Heink," Mrs. Mil The Merry Go Ida
Shapiro
ROSE HOBART
Henry F. Merrill of Portland, next dred Washburn; “Helen Keller," Miss Duets—Hungarian
Dance .........................
A Paramount Classic
Friday evening’s Educational Club Caroline Stanley; “Grace Coolidge,”
................................. Gladys Cumberland
Merry Peasants ............. Schumann
speaker, has been appointed by Mrs. Ruth Palmer; “Willa Cather
Priscilla Lovejoy. Miss Stahl
President Hoover to serve as Maine’s Mrs. Lenora Cooper; and “Minnie Reading
NOW SHOWING
—The Life of Mozart
representative on the Gifford com Maddern-Fiske," Mrs. Grace Rollins.
Ione Louralne
“OVER THE HILL”
mittee. So he chooses in this indus A delightful feature was the playing
Jeanette Gordon and Pauline Lerwith
trial crisis a subject everyone is dis of “The Londonderry Air” and “The man were special guests.
JAMES DUNN, SALLY EILERS
cussing—“Unemployment. Emergency Rosary," two favorite songs of Mme.
Special Children’s Matinee Today
and Permanent.* He is in a class by Schumann-Heink’s, by Miss Alcada
at 4 o'clock
himself as a radio speaker, publicist, Hall, guest artist. The meeting had
A
Paramount
Publix Theatre
philanthropist and so famous as a as hostesses Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Mrs.
Sunday School teacher of Portland’s Clara Thurston, Mrs. Addle Small,
largest men’s class that New Hamp Mrs. Jane Beach and Mrs. Anah Gay.
shire sent over by auto 300 visitors to There were 28 members and three'
his class one recent Sunday.—Mrs. guqsts present. The meeting Friday,
Alice Robbins read the excellent pa Jan. 22 will be at the home of Mrs.
per on Patrick Henry, in the club's Julia Murray, Talbot avenue, when a
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
history course, prepared by Mrs. program .on “German Day,” will be
Continuous Today and Saturday
Winifred Horton, the club’s secretary, given by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs.
2.00 Io 10.30
who was absent last meeting on ac Murray will be assisted in entertain
(icudlHt HpMtY frTAR COMPOUND
count of illness.
ing by Mrs. Ruth Palmer.
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DR. JEKYLL

With Our Regular Merchandise and The Following
Special Purchases For This Sale—
HOUSE DRESSES AND

GIRLS’ JUMPER DRESSES
sizes 8 to 1 4

COSTUME JEWELRY
new lot
49c

APRONS
the same quality we offered

All Wool Crepe, Desirable Colors
specially priced at

HAND BAGS 79c

Friday and Saturday

49c

Dresses 89c.

HAND BAGS 1.49

Aprons, 2 for 59c

Bates Street Shirts for Men................................. L29

Pure Silk Prints, 39 in. wide; new patterns,
same grade used in our 16.50 dresses. Spe
cially purchased for this sale; yard......... ........... 79

Bates Street Shirts for men ........... ..................... 1-49

Pure Linen Fancy Huck Towels, regular price
1.00 ........................................................ .......... ......... 69

Ladies’ Silk and Wool Union Suits, knee
• length, sleeveless ..................................................... 69
•

Unbleached Bath Towels; 4 for............................... 29

RAYON DAMASK PILLOWS
Kapoc fijled; Attractive Colors
Special at
49c

-79

Ladies’ Munsingwear Bloomers, no-run, ea.....

.69

Ladies’ Munsingwear Bloomers, best quality
rayon, perfect fitting, yoke front ................... 1.19

Monks Cloth, 50 in. wide, yd .39
Silkoline and Cretonne, 36
in. wide, yard ........................ 09
Beach Cloth, 40 In. wide; yd .39
Plain and Figured Glazed
Chintz; yard ........................ 39

UNPAINTED CHAIRS
Selected Birch, sandpapered
ready to paint; Cathedral
back, specially purchased
for this sale...................... 1.39

Bigelow Sanford
AXMINSTER RUGS
Beauvaix Quality

Dressing Table Bench, cane
seated, unpainted, sand
papered, ready to paint.. 1.39

Beautiful patterns and colorings

9x12, priced at...................
8.3x10.6, priced at •.........
7.6x9, priced at ................
6x9, priced at.....................
4.6x6.6, priced at ...........

Men's Munsingwear Running Pants, Shirts,
fine quality in colors; each...............................

36.99
32.99
26.99
21.99
11.99

Footstools, selected birch,
unpainted •....................... 1.39

Albert Genthner In South Waldoboro daughter Mrs. Bessie McFarland of
Damariscotta, a stepdaughter, Mrs.
for several weeks.
Stanley Poland is driving a new Canie (Killeran) McFarland of
Friendship and a son by his first
Nash sedan.
Mies Marguerite Condon of Port marriage, Willev cf Vinalhaven, three
land visited her father Orrin Con sisters, Mrs. Mary McLain of Bre
men, Mrs. Aletha Simmons of Boston,
don over the weekend.
Dora Miller of Waldoboro, and
Charles A. Sylvester is driving a Mrs.
two brothers Willfur A. of Friendnew Whippet sedan.
Word was received in town Sunday 1 ship and Charles of Thomaston. Fuof the death of Mrs. Effie Mitchell of ; neral services to be held in the Ad
Mystic, Conn. Mrs. Mitchell leaves vent Church here, today, Tuesday at
a brother, Fred McLellan of this 2 o'clock.
* • • •
place.
Williams-Winchcnbaugh
Mrs. Percy Wincapaw is ill at the
Miss Grace C. Winchcnbaugh.
home of her daughter Mrs. Lowell
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis B.
Wallace.
Jonah D. Morse. 66, a former resi Winchenbaugh of Friendshin was
dent of this town, died at his home in united in marriage to Robert E. WilDamariscotta, Jan. 9. after an illness ! liams Jr., Dec. 12, at Belfast by Rev.
of less than one week. Mr. Morse Felix Powell, pastor of the Methodist
was associated in the boat building 1 Church of that city. Mrs. Williams
business with his brother Wilbur A. j is a popular member of the teaching
Morse in Friendshio for many years, staff at South Thomaston and Mr.
moving to Damariscotta several years Williams is a member of Whitehead
ago, where he engaged in the same coast guard. Congratulations and
vocation. He was born in Bremen best wishes are extended to the young
April 27, 1865, son of Jonah and Sarah couple.
(Nash) Morse. He was twice married, I
“Improvement in retail business
his first wife being Rose Willey.
Some years after her death he mar ■ laid to holiday buying." Those trade
ried Mrs. Carrie (Wotton) Killeran experts just find out everything.
who survives him. He also leaves a I Washington Post.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
Attend the Bargain Matinees, 25 Cents

ACTS

4

Values to $3

4

One lot
CHILDREN’S
HIGH SHOES
5 to 11 size

VAUDEVILLE
3

1

Norman and

Jewel
Comedy Athletes

MATINEE
10c, 25c

COME
EARLY

Foley and
Welton
“GENTLEMEN
PREFER CHICKENS”
I

MR. HYDE

Jack House
“The Singing
Sheriff

EVENINGS
10c, 25c, 35c

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Dance
Flashes
Dancers Deluxe
Five People

432 Main Street,

Rockland

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13
&

ON TIIE SCREEN

WILLIAM COLLIER, JR.
UNA MERKEL, ZAZU .PITTS
in

“THE SECRET WITNESS”

THE BROWN BOBBY GREASELESS
DOUGHNUT

Every-Other-Day
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BIGGEST AND BEST

Portland Auto Show This
Year Will Have That Rat
ing It Is Said
The Portland Automobile Show
will open at the Exposition Building
Monday, Jan. 18. for the entire week.
Motor shows have come and gone
but never before have dealers at
tached importance to sucn a display
as appears to be concentrated upon
this coming event.
Every manufacturer has more new
things to show than in any one pre
vious year, ideas and devices that
will create a decidedly strong pub
lic interest, crystalizing the awaken
ing of a buying power that has lain
dormant almost two years.
In years past motor shows have
been hardly more than general dis
plays of transportation vehicles that
were seen in every highway for
months previous to the show. This
year practically all of the manufac
turers have held back their 1932 lines
for introduction at the show and will
display absolutely new models which
have been seen only at private show
ings to the distributors and dealers
themselves.
Thousands of dollars worth of cars
will be presented in a setting repre
senting an apple orchard in blossom
time. Practically every one of the
most widely known makes of motor
vehicles will be displayed, including
all the latest models of pleasure,
business and commercial vehicles.
There will be numerous displays of
motor equipment and accessories in
the balcony and basement. The dis
play will represent a capital of more
than $1,000,000. The show as in the
past is conducted under direction of
Portland Automobile Dealers As
sociation. Leon P. Gorman, general
manager, plans to bring many added
attractions to the Exposition Build
ing throughout show week, includ
ing the Kamons dancer Marietta, for
two years the toast of Broadway and
the featured attraction of George
White's Scandals, and a 16-piece or
chestra.

ci/e/r

“JTam over
4o!”
Mary Boland

Nance O’Neil

“There’s no magic about keep
ing the charm of youth,” says
this popular Broadway star
who triumphed last season in
The Vinegar Tree. “It’s just
a matter of regular complexion
care. For years I’ve used Lux
Toilet Soap.”

“It is said that a woman is as
old as she looks, and a man as
old as he feels,” says this
famous star of the stage and
screen. “Several years ago, I
discovered that regular care
with Lux Toilet Soap would
do wonders for my skin and I
use it regularly.”

Nazimova
“Only the woman who looks it
is afraid to admit her age," says
this famous screen star who is
now winning fresh laurels on
Broadway in Mourning Be
comes Electra. “For years I
have used Lux Toilet Soap
and my skin is so smooth.”

. . . But these lovely stars
know the Secret cf keeping Youthful Charm
ANY woman can laugh at birthdays —

zv

The library has been receiving New
Year gifts. \"A Friend' recently pre
sented us with $5.
• * * *
“Say It Again,” a delightful little
book of essays by Persis Vose. the
founder of the Speech Readers Club
of Portland, has. found its way to our
shelves through the kindness of the
Speech Readers Club of Rockland.
It is a courageous and inspiring lit- |
tie book, one enjoyable to all. but I
of special appeal to the hard of
hearing.
• * * *
“Sound Waves,” the monthly or- !
gan of the Speech Readers Club of
Rockland will hereafter be found on i
our library table. The current copy
gives one an inkling of the state
wide interests of the club and well
repays one for the few moments spent
in reading it.
• • • •
The State library sent us two books
of interest to lovers of early local his
tory, and to searchers out of rec
ords—History of York, Vol. 1 and I
Vol. 2 of Maine Province and court
records. These together -with the ;
following list of new additions in the
non-fiction line, may be had at the
Rockland Public Library. Call 1121,
any day, any time, from 9 a. m. until
8.30 p. m. and reserve one, or all of
theqi.
>
Adams, Epic of America; Lippman,
Preface to Morals; Matthew, Ameri
can Merchant Ships. Series 2;
Miller, Soldiers and Sailors of the
American
Revolution;
Guedalla,
Wellington; Best Play of 1930-31;
Garland. Companions of the Trail;
Bewar, Literature of the Old Testa
ment; Blair, Creation of a Home;
Jones, Pathways to the Reality of
God; Mathews, The Growth of the
Idea of God; Schweitzer, Forest Hos
pital of Lambarene; Boas, Study and
Appreciation of Literature; Wuorenen, Prohibition Experiment ln Fin
land; Grayson, Adventures in Soli
tude.

Im over 4or
says

m over
45!"

if she is wise. The recent photographs
above are proof of it! “Very few actresses
look their age, you notice,” says lovely
Alla Nazimova. “It is easy to be lovely at
sixteen or seventeen, but to be still lovelier
at thirty, at forty, and over ... well, that
is easy, too, if a woman is wise.”
Because keeping youthful charm is vi

One favorite soap keeps lovely 98% of the

Soap for their skin. The stage stars, too,
overwhelmingly prefer this gentle, fragrant
white soap.
“There’s no reason to care about birth
days if you realize the importance of com
plexion care,” says Mary Boland wisely.

exquisite complexions you see on the screen.
Of the 613 important actresses in Holly
wood, including all stars, 605 use Lux Toilet

Start today to give your precious com
plexion the care nine out of ten screen stars
use to keep youthful charm!

tally important to them, actresses take
vigilant care of their skin. You will want
to know how!

p

out of io Screen Stars use it

X
i ■ -

Lux Toilet Soap_ iO9
THE GREAT BATTLE IS ON
Two Major Political Parties Begin Quadrennial Skirmish
For Selection of Standard Bearers

Budding presidential candidacies 1928. is known to have turned down
in the Republican and Democratic requests that he go into the North
gardens will bloom or fade in this, Dakota primary as well as others.
He is counseling his advocates, how
the coming-out-week, for the 1932 ever. to be ready for a third party if
campaign.
the Republicans renominate Hoover
Whether
an
open
campaign and the Democrats pick a man not to
against renomination of President the liking of the "Progressives.''
Senator Borah of Idaho, another
Hoover is to be made depends to a leader of the Western Republican
large extent on a decision expected independents, has been much dis
momentarily from Senator Hiram cussed as a presidential candidate
and has been urged to get into the
Johnson of California
Restless North Dakota with a law race. He, too. is balking
Gov. Pinchot of Pennsylvania has
requiring filing of candidacies in the
presidential primary before Jan. 22 been talking a lot with the Senate
is forcing the issue in both parties. ■ Republican independents and they
Senator Johnson is being urged by have been weighing him as a candi
a combination of anti-Hoover Re date but there are indications that
publicans and independents to enter he has not been called into the
not only this primary but all others. Northwestern States.
There is no doubt at the capital
The North Dakota call will be used
by friends of Gov. Roosevelt after Saturday's meeting of the
* « * *
of New York to put him formally Democratic National Committee of a
The library has recently received into the contest within the next ' very definite break between the
the program of the coming 20 lec seven days.
Whether Governor forces of Gov. Roosevelt and the
organization
headed
by
tures on Psychology and Economics Ritchie of Maryland, the other ■ party
sponsored by the National Advisory Wvowed Democratic candidate, wiil ! Chairman Raskob and Alfred E.
Council on Radio in Education and test strength with Roosevelt in this I Smith. Mr. Raskob's firm, unequivobroadcast by the National Broad Northwestern agrarian area is re 1 cal denial of a newspaper story
speaking
of
a “Smith-Raskobcasting Co. every Saturday at 8.30 garded as problematical.
p. m. over New England Stations
Unless Johnson goes into the Shouse” machine in opposition to
WCSH, WEEI, WEAF, WTAS, North Dakota race, Joseph I. France, Roosevelt was accepted. It was
WTIC. The Council has obtained a former Maryland senator, is ex also understood, though, that Ras
speakers of nationwide reputation in pected to be the only likely contest kob was speaking to the Roosevelt
group when he referred to this
their particular fields to deliver ant against Hoover there.
these lectures and, judging from the
Washington is still buzzing over “propaganda.”
If the enigmatical Alfred E. Smith
past, they will be not only authori the unexpected decision of Charles
tative, but entertaining as well. The G. Dawes to resign in the early stands out against the nomination of
library is cooperating with the Coun spring as ambassador to Great Gov. Roosevelt it is believed he will
cil by providing for readeis books 1 Britain. His friends do not expect have considerable influence, whether
on the topic discussed by the speak Dawes to get into any primary cam or not he actually enters the cam
paign against the President, pointing paign himself.
ers.
Meanwhile the names of Newton D.
The 20 lectures on psychology will to the General's deep sense of loy
be divided into units of five addresses alty. They do understand, however, Baker of Ohio. James A. Reed of
each, and will cover these topics: he has very definitely cut away from Missouri, James M. Cox of Ohio, and
Our Changing Personalities, Animal the Hoover administration at a time Governor Murray of Oklahoma bob
Behaviour. Psychology of Education, and in a manner which gives the up constantly in the Democratic
Psychology and Industry. The eco party notice he will be available if speculation.
nomics lecturers will discuss the wanted next June at the nominating
THE COTTON PICKER
general subject Aspects of the De convention.
The Roosevelt boom to be set off
pression. but they will deal especi
From the Labor Department came
ally with the topic “Roads to Eco by a call from the Democratic Com
nomic Recovery.” Each weekly pro mittee of North Dakota is to be car the announcement, with a sort of
gram is divided into two fifteen ried forward by a move to place him triumphal note, that a mechanical
minute periods so that an address in in the . Pennsylvania primary. In cotton picker .is being developed
both series may be presented during that state there is every prosoect which will strip’ four rows at a time
of a showdown between the New and displace more than 80 per cent of
each broadcasting period.
the laborers now needed for this work.
Special pamphlets to accompany York and Maryland governors.
Roosevelt is also to go into the New
Formerly such an announcement
the lectures have been prepared by
the psychologists and the economists. Hampshire primary in March—the would have been hailed with joy; thn
There is a Reading Guide to accom opening contest of the campaign. new machine would have been called
pany the economic addresses and However, there is every indication a great forward stride in civilization,
Listener’s Notebooks to accompany the Roosevelt group will stay out of and the inventor would have been
each unit of the psychology lectures. "favorite son" states, including Ohio, highly honored. But just now it elicits
These may be obtained at Rockland Missouri, Oklahoma. Maryland and a groan of dlsifia.v in many quarters.
Virginia.
If It succeeds it will be a notable
Public Library.
The anti-Hoover movement in the labor-saving device—but we have
Republican organization has very grown to fear such devices. We al
definitely come to the cross-roads. ready have more laborers than labor.
Norris of Nebraska, a lead Such devices threaten Increased un
GLOBE LAUNDRY Senator
er of the Western Republican inde employment. The trouble is that we
Portland, Maine
Juality Work,
Family Washing pendents in opposition to the Presi are so organized, or unorganized, that
dent, had declined to go into a Re a good thing may do us harm. Ma
Called For end Delivered
publican convention fight against the chines for doing away with drudgery
Parcel Delivery Service
President.
should be welcomed, but we need a
The veteran Norris, who bolted the system to more equitably distribute
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
Republican Presidential ticket of their benefits. -The Pathfinder.

NOTICE TO MARINERS

ROCKPORT REGRETS

ROCKPORT

Supt. Sherman Tells of Three Changes
Mrs. Hanson Crockett of North The Passing of a Financial
Along the Maine Coast
Haven was weekend guest of het sis-j.
Institution
Which
Has
Ex

The Superintendent of Lighthouses,
ter Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham.
Portland, announces the following:
Installation of the officers of Fred
isted 61 Years
A. Norwood W.R.C. will take place at
Seacoast — Maine — Mount Desert
With the closing of the Rockport Light Station—Period of flash to be
G.A.R. hall next Friday evening, with
Mrs. Cacilda Cain as installing offi branch of the Security Trust Com changed and intensity to be increased
cer. Each member is privileged to in pany, which took place last week, is about Feb. 1, 1932, will then be flash
vite one, all guests being required to written the final chapter of an insti ing white every 15 seconds, flash 1.3
present written invitations at the tution which has iaithfully served seconds, eclipse 13.7 seconds, of
door. Veterans of all wars are invit- j the needs of the town for the past 1 70.000 candlepower.
ed. If stormy the installation will be 61 years.
Saint Croix River—Maine—Post
This bank was organized in 1870 ponement—Dog Island Light Station
postponed until the following Friday.
Mrs. Belle McGregor and daughter under the name of the Camden Sav —Period of flash to be changed, and
Mrs. Edna Robbins who are spending ings Bank and occupied rooms over fog signal to be established about May
the winter in Camden were dinner the store of the Rockport Icc Com 1, 1932; light will be flashing every
guests Sunday at the home of Capt. pany where it continued until trans five seconds, flash one second dura
ferred in 1892 to quarters in the new tion. Fog signal will be an electric
and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey.
The Saturday Night Club was en- i ly erected Carleton block, occupy siren, to sound blast of five seconds
tertained at the home of Mrs. May- ' ing that location until the present duration every 30 seconds.
nard Ingraham.
Luncheon was time.
Portsmouth Harbor—New Hamp
The first president was Samuel shire — Portsmouth Harbor (New
served.
Dexter
Carleton,
who
after
serving
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss
castle) Light Station—Color of light
Della Larson left Monday morning a number of years, was succeeded by
Granville
E.
Carleton.
Other
presi

for Quincy. Mass., where they will
visit Mrs. Ella Orff Johnston for a dents Were Fred E. Richards. Herbert
L. Shepherd and Ralph W. Carleton,
few days.
last named holding that office at
The former Bryant Ac Kent store the
the time of his sudden death in
house on Sea street is being demol April, 1927. C. W. Babb of Camden
ished.
who was then vice president, filled
The annual planning meeting of the vacancy until the bank was taken
the Farm Bureau will be held at the over in August of that year by the
home of Mrs. Leola Mann Thursday Security Trust Company of Rockland.
at 10.30. A fine program has been ar
In 1917 the name was changed to
ranged. Mrs. Mann and Mrs. Annie 'he Camden Savings and Trust Co. The
Spear will have charge of the noon first treasurer was Charles F. Richards
day dinner. In the afternoon Miss who held the position until his death
Jessie Lawrence, home demonstration in 1906. He was succeeded by Wil
agent for Knox County, will assist in liam A. Holman of Portland who
planning the work for the coming served until 1909 Upon his resigna
year. All interested are invited to tion Charles S. Gardner of Rockland
attend this meeting whether mem was elected, serving until the bank
bers or not.
was taken over by the Security Trust
A soc'al afternoon was much en-1 Company, Harold Davis of Union
ioved Friday bv members of the1 then being placed in charge.
Twentieth Century Club at the home
A short time ago the services oi
of Mrs. Alice Gardner. An interest this branch were somewhat curtailed,
ing informal program was carried out it becoming an agency for the Cam
under the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth den branch, with Miss Helen Dough
Spear, and three dramatic recitations erty in charge. Mr. Davis being trans
nleasinglv given bv Vice President ferred to Camden.
Mildred Putnam. Refreshments were
Owing to present business condi
served. The next meeting will be tions the directors deem it advisable
held Jan. 15 at the home of Mrs. to close the agency and it was with
Christine Currier with readings by deep regret that the citizens of the
Mrs Rena Carroll and Mrs. Rebecca town learned of this decision.
Fowle.
"This book of Universal Knowledge
Shoe sale starts Wednesday, this will tell you everything you ought to
week. Lowest prices ever. McLain know.” declared the agent at the door.
"Don't need it," growled Mr.
Shoe Store. Rockland.—adv".
Grouch, “my wife tells me all that—
and a lot more besides."—Cincinnati
Enquirer.

NANCE O'NEIL JAILED

JONAH D. MORSE

Los Angeles Objects To Morals of
Jonah D. Morse, 66, widely known
Greek Play In Which Actress Maine shipbuilder, who had con
Starred
structed more than 600 craft, many
The modernized Greek comedy of them fishing boats for Boston,
“Lysistrata” landed Nance O'Neil, Gloucester and New Bedford firms,
noted New York stage actress, and died at his home in Damariscotta
52 members of her company in a Los Saturday following a brief illness of
Angeles jail last week. They were
charged with violation of a city ordi pnueumonia, which developed from
nance making it unlawful to take part influenza.
in “a lewd production."
Mr. Morse, a resident cf Damar
The 53 actresses and actors were iscotta for the last eight years, was
released on bonds of $100 each, fur
a native of Friendship, and he is
nished by the Equity League.
“Lysistrata" deals with the ladies survived by his wife, Mrs. Carrie H.
of ancient Greece, who. tiring of pro Morse; a son. Winfield of Vinal
longed warfare, decided to cease be haven; a daughter, Mrs. Bessie Mc
ing intimately domiciled with the Farland of South Bristol; three sis
men until peace was declared. It ters. Mrs. Dora Miller of Waldoboro,
Mrs. Mary McLean of Bremen and
had a long run in New York.
Mrs. Letha Simmons of Boston, and
to be changed to white about Jan. 20. two brothers. Wilbur of Friendship
1932, and intensity increased to 7400 and Charles of Thomaston, both en
gaged in boat building.
candlepower.

Chorines Revive “Bobbing for Sweets” Game

■BAD STOMACH?

Th«n try Plunder's Itbltta—For
Distressing Stomach Disorders A
private formula of F H. Plunder.
PH G., Graduate Pharmacist and
former Lat oratory Technician of
the United States Aberdeen Hos
pital Scientifically processed from
the finest and purest drugs Con
vince yourself of their mints el
oui exoense
becure tree trial

el

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
444 Main St.
F. H. PFUNDER INC.

ROCKLAND
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN,

Mrs. Brown—“I saw Mary kissing
the milkman this morning."
Mr. Brown—“Good heavens! Wast- !
ing time on him when we owe the
grocer $20.00—Hummel.
Larkes—"When my wife gets indi
gestion, she doesn't ;alk to anyone
for a week.”
Sparkes—“What kind of pastry did
you say you buy for her?"—Chicago
News.
'
“Didn’t you have any luck at the '
races?”
“Luck! When mv horse nass°d me '
I leaned over the fence, pointed, and
yelled: ‘They went up that way.”’—I
Hudson Star.

A bevy of beauties from “Everybody's Welcome,” a current
Broadway production, show how it’s done. (At right) Ann Penning
ton who revived the “bobbing” past-time.
ROADWAY, some folks seem to just like grandmother used to
think, is the last place in the fasten package cord to the barn'
world to look for old fashioned
rafters. Then a bent piece of wire
ideas or customs. Maybe so, but is hooked through a chocolate and
believe it or not, those “pretty tied to the string. From that point
patooties” as the columnists say, on, it’s speed that counts. "The
who dance behind the footlights, secret behind getting more than
have gone back to grandmother's your share,” says Ann Penning
diary for some bright new ideas on ton who started the fad, “is to
how to pass the time between acts avoid the caramels. They slow you
and after. For instance, they take up. It's a great game and besides,
a long piece ot string and fasten it's one way of handing the girls
one end to the overhead plumbing. an adequate ration of sweets.

B

Most of us you know, don't
enough of the sugared foods in
diet and if you don’t believe the;
necessary, try hoofing it throi
three acts with nothing un
your belt but a lettuce sandwlc

